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Innovation is a continuous process, no doubt.
However, there are moments, situations, events
when everything is somehow "summed up",
reported, "made visible" to everyone, illustrated.
Suddenly, it looks as if there are no more leaders or followers, but a community that lives,
works, communicates, imagines with new
tools, following new principles, adopting totally
different methods. They speak a different language, they use words that immediately lose
value, because they represent everything and
nothing, they are used for free and often no
one understands what they really mean, which
universes they encompass, which potential
they have to generate new amazing innovation.
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The story of science, the philosophy of science
face these topics with a very interesting and
revealing approach. Or, more modestly but
definitely more practically and usefully, trade
fairs are enough, at least when you talk about
technical innovation. In our world – revolving
around wood and wood-based materials, with
an increasing role, more or less appreciated,
played by the so-called advanced materials
– there are events that represent a sort of
"summa theologica", a "divine review" that
make everything apparent, explicit, almost
banal. That's what happened one year ago
at Xylexpo and even more a few weeks ago
at Ligna, two events that, with clear differences,
represent unique opportunities to review industry innovation.
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In this issue of Xylon International, we risk
being repetitive, annoying, stumbling over
the same sentences, because at the latest
edition of the Hanover fair, we found a uniform
display of solutions that, quite frankly, is hard
to report. Don't let us be misunderstood: the
level of innovation we have seen in the booths
of global leaders was stratospheric. The big
groups offer a level of innovation intelligence
that is simply unachievable for the others,
applying principles that are found everywhere,
in any machine or device, at levels so high to
be fascinating…
So, forgive us if this July-August issue is a
one-topic publication, with recurring topics
and an endless flow of information. We all
know that's not really true, that words alone
are not enough, that talking about "Industry
4.0" or "IoT" will not make everyone equally
smart or capable to giving the same contribution to a dramatically new way of producing.
Will we be able to express this concept better
on the next pages? Will we be able to help
everyone, every single person, understand
that we have to do with totally new hammers,
chisels, surface planing machines or drilling
machines, and most of all a sort of organic
tissue made of much more useful and complex
elements? We have tried to.
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NEWS

COMPANIES
COMPANIES

Finiture takes over Tambone know-how

Hexagon acquires Alphacam brand
The Hexagon S.A Group, through its own Hmi
(Hexagon manufacturing intelligence) division,
has decided to acquire the “Vero Software”
brand, including inside the Alphacam system.
From the beginning of 2019 the Alphacam product, leading software market in wood processing, plastic and composites and distributed in
Italy by Licom Systems, has undergone new
and important technical implementations already
available since the “2019 R1” version and
further upgrades in the “2020” version. In addition, Hexagon has begun to act internally and
at marketing level to find synergies between its
own production of 3D scanners, measurement
systems and reverse engineering and the Alphacam software for programming Cnc machines. This marketing activity led the product to

be presented at Italian and international trade
fairs and exhibitions under the new brand,
inside the Hexagon stand where the results
were positive beyond the best forecasts. Marco
Silva, managing director of Licom Systems,
stated that the presence of Hexagon, a Swedish
multinational company listed on the stock exchange within the Alphacam development
group, has brought and will bring important results in the future especially in the field of
industry 4.0, relying on numerous technical and
financial resources. For existing and future Alphacam customers this will lead to the acceleration of software development with important
repercussions on the already excellent performance of the product. ■

EPLF
New Executive board elected
This year’s General Assembly of the Eplf, European producers of laminate flooring association, taking place at Antwerp/Belgium on June
5 and 6 on invitation of the Beaulieu/BerryAlloc
Group, did not only celebrate the 25th anniversary
of the association. Besides numerous political
decisions a new executive board had to be
elected.
First of all the statutory committees (technical
and markets & image) elected their convenors:
Eberhard Herrmann was confirmed by the te-

chnical committee, and Ruben Desmet (Unilin)
succeeded Max von Tippelskirch as new convenor
of the markets & image committee. On the next
day the general assembly confirmed these decisions and then elected the executive board: Max
von Tippelskirch as president, Ruben Desmet
as vice-president, and Eberhard Herrmann as
member of the board. Again Georg Kruse (Windmöller) was chosen as auditor, who was carrying
this responsibility since several years already. All
voting happened unanimously. ■

Finiture integrates the necessary equipment for
the post-painting phase in its production cycle.
For this purpose, it has taken over the know-how
and experience of the Tambone brand, known
in the markets as an industry leader.
The Finiture-Tambone synergy offers solutions
for the assembly of glass, hardware and gaskets,
as well as for handling and logistics of finished
products. The company’s aim: to complete its
range of products and to provide the customer
with the most complete and personalized service
possible.

EVENTS
Epf Annual general meeting
On June 29th, the European manufacturers
of wood-based panels gathered in Dunblane,
Scotland for their 2019 Annual general meeting,
hosted by Norbord Europe. All attendees received
a copy of the new Epf 2018/2019 Annual
Report, the headline figures of which were presented during the meetings. Overall the industry
recorded a production growth during 2018 of
1.7 percent, led by increases on particleboard,
plywood, hardboard and softboard. During the
General assembly, Paolo Fantoni (Fantoni)
was unanimously re-elected as chairman of Epf
for his third term from 2019-2021. Bernard
Thiers (Unilin) remains Vice-Chairman. In addition, Marti Lacis (Latvijas Finieris) will join the
Managing Board of Epf as the new chairman of
the Plywood Product Group and successor to
Guillermo Hernanz (Garnica Plywood), who

EUMABOIS
“Opc Ua - Plug & Work” standard
The production in the woodworking industry nowadays implies more and more digital manufacturing processes to gain efficiency and competitiveness through integrated data management
and analysis. This means that woodworking
machines need to be connected to each other
and form a production network linked to a
Erp/Mes system or a cloud. Without a standard
communication protocol connecting machinery
from different suppliers, software programming
is always required, thus affecting efficiency and
costs. For this reason, eight leading European
woodworking machinery manufacturers have
formed a working group to define a common
language, that enables a seamless communication between machines of different brands.
The framework for a new standard, called “P&W,
Plug & Work”, is launched at Ligna 2019. This
project is specific for the woodworking industry
and is based upon the “Opc Ua” standard
(Open platform communication Unified Architecture), promoted by the Opc Foundation, an
international non-profit organization. Under the
roof of Eumabois and Vdma, the P&W working
group is currently defining a standardized semantic architecture specially for the woodworking
industry. The plan is to finalize this ambitious
and challenging project in early 2020.
In order to maximize the benefits for the clients

within the woodworking industry worldwide, the
P&W working group is also cooperating with its
machine tool manufacturers’ counterpart, which
is developing a specific language named
Umati (Universal machine tool interface) dedicated to machine tools.
This will assure woodworkers who are choosing
solutions from any company taking part in the
P&W working group a perfect and straightforward
machine integration independent from their machine/tool brand, and IoT solution. ■

Core P&W working group:

SIEMPELKAMP
Carola Lenkewitz: new Head of Marketing & Communications
Carola Lenkewitz will be responsible
Lenkewitz already contributed her
for brand management, global external
expertise in the field of trade fair,
communication including worldwide
market and corporate communicamarketing measures as well as internal
tions for mechanical and plant engicommunication within the Group.
neering at Siempelkamp's appeaShe is thus the new contact person for Carola Lenkewitz.
rance at Ligna in Hanover in May
all media representatives who contact
2019. She gained more than ten
the Siempelkamp Group for research or media years of experience at various levels in mechanical
cooperations.
engineering. ■
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The new activity joins the
specialization
of Finiture in
the production
and installation of finishing systems developed
ad hoc on the customer’s needs. The systems
are designed to paint a variety of products such
as windows, doors, Clt panels, furniture and
special elements. The materials treated: wood,
plastic, metals and composite materials. ■

Paolo Fantoni, re-elected
as Chairman of Epf.

retired from this position that he had held since
the plywood manufacturers joined Epf in 2016.
For the “open part” of the assembly, Epf welcomed more than 100 attendees to a stimulating
debate on the opportunities to grow the demand
for wood-based panels in construction, in furniture, in packaging and in other applications. It
concluded that an increased use of panels
would bring multiple benefits, whilst helping to
achieve the shared vision of a climate neutral
Europe in 2050. The next Epf Agm will be held
on 17-19 June 2020, in Berlin, kindly hosted
by Vhi, German member association. ■
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ACIMALL

ACIMALL, 2018 INDUSTRY REPORT

Every year, the Studies office of Acimall, the
Confindustria member association that represents
woodworking machinery and tools manufacturers,
issues an industry report, a source of up-todate information about the development of the
industry and the association activity accessible
to a large audience. First of all, Acimall is a
lobbying association that collaborates with several
institutional partners; Confindustria is the most
important association representing manufacturing
and service companies in Italy, with a community
of more than 150 thousand companies of all
sizes, employing 5 million people in total.
The added value of Confindustria is its network
and community, comprised of the headquarters
in Rome, 222 member organizations, and a
branch office in Brussels since 1958, which has
become increasingly strategic and is now a reference partner for the “Italian System” at the European Union.
Acimall is also a member of Federmacchine,
the national federation of the associations of manufacturers of capital goods for industry and
handicraft manufacturing processes. In this area,
Italy boasts exceptional skills and expertise, standing at the top of global production and export
rankings. Acimall, as the holding company of
Cepra srl that organizes the industry exhibition
Xylexpo, is affiliated to Comitato fiere industria –
Cfi, an association that gathers the organizers of
trade fairs in the industrial sector, protecting and
promoting their business on a national and international scale. For the promotion of “made in
Italy”, the reference partner is Ice, the agency
that streamlines, develops and promotes Italy's
economic and trade relations abroad, mainly focused on the small and medium enterprises,
their associations and groups, committed to developing the globalization of Italian companies
and the sales of Italian goods and services all
over the world. Through the Rome headquarters,
the Milan office and its global network, the Agency
offers information, support and promotion to companies and organizations and promotes collaboration in the industrial, food-agricultural, distribution
and service sectors. Last but not least, Eumabois
is the European federation of national woodworking
technology industry associations. There are currently fifteen Eumabois members that collaborate
on topics including international trade fairs, technical and safety standards applicable to machinery, and statistic studies. The Annual report
also includes a detailed analysis of final industry
figures in 2018. Woodworking technology production, the “flower in the buttonhole” of the
Italian industry, boasts a wide and diversified
portfolio, from primary operation equipment for
raw materials to surface finishing systems, up to
the secondary processing of solid wood and
wood-based panels. Italy exports all over the
world and its strong propensity to globalization
has been one of the keys to overcome the crisis.
Made-in-Italy, a synonym for quality, flexibility
and innovation, is known and appreciated in
every market, as witnessed by the growth of the
industry in recent years. Domestic production
amounted to 2,514 million euro, up by 10.6

percent compared to 2017. The second half, instead, was characterized by basically stable production levels, closing the year with a two-digit
increase. Looking at the historical trend, it is
clear that this has been the best result in the past
ten years; such trend does not consider the
inflation effect of production prices, that would
negatively affect the comparison between today's
figures and those of 2008. Anyway, a historical
review reveals four economic phases in the
past decade of woodworking technology: the
first crisis in 2009 causing a 40 percent market
share loss; the subsequent rally that only partially
restored the production levels; the second crisis
from 2012 to 2014, when stagnating demand forced companies to undertake painful reorganization
processes. Since the end of 2014 there has been
consistent recovery, with virtuous and well-organized companies re-gaining the market shares
they had lost and, in some cases, even exceed
pre-crisis levels. So, the sector is characterized
by strong propensity to internationalization, between 70 and 80 percent on average. The year
2018 closed with an export volume of 1,721
million euro, up by 8.2 percent. This is another significant result following previous positive periods.
The recovery was mainly driven by European
markets, which still account for 70 of total Italian
export, and by North America, especially the
United States. The third variable that distinguishes
the end-of-year results is the value of the domestic
market, close to 800 million euro in the year
under scrutiny, with a significant increase by 16.4
percent. Also in this case, the result has been
better than in the past ten years and more than
double compared to 2012. The trend is supported
by several factors: first of all the very low levels of
the crisis years have "magnified" the growth rates.
Recovery in the furniture industry was another
key factor: Italy is the world's third-largest producer
in this industry. In the past two years, however,
we believe the most important driver for the domestic market was the package of measures introduced by the Italian government for the mechanical industry, and specifically those for
Industry 4.0. Further measures were adopted,
including the so-called "super amortization" (140
percent) and "hyper amortization" (250 percent)
for the purchase of new equipment.
The last key variable is import. The year 2018
closed with 242 million euro import mainly from
Germany, China and Austria. In recent years,
import flows have significantly increased also
from India, Poland and Turkey, where local
equipment production is developing fast, though
with lower technological standard than those of
historical manufacturers. The value of Italian
import is not significant, and therefore oscillations
from one year to the next can be very wide. However, we can notice a few "break points" in the
historical series, matching the most significant
moments of the past ten years. In 2009, the
lowest level was reached at just 123 million euro
of imported products, while 2018 has brought
the highest value in the decade.

FINAL 2018 BALANCE, FIRST QUARTER 2019
The year 2018 was really good for wood and
furniture industry technologies. The final figures
processed by the Studies Office of Acimall, the
Confindustria member association that represents
industry companies, have driven up previous forecasts: 2018 closed with domestic production
at 2.514 billion euro, up by 10.6 percent from the
previous year. Definitely a significant result, the
best in the past ten years, net of inflation, achieved
with a first semester that was very positive on
both the domestic and the export side, followed
by a second half that basically maintained the
same levels of June. Also in 2018, the industry
reaffirmed its propensity to cross-border sales,
achieving an export value of 1.721 billion euro
(plus 8.2 percent over 2017) mostly in the European
markets, accounting for approximately 70 percent
of total export, and in North America, mainly the
United States. The sales trend in the domestic
market was excellent, very close to 800 million
euro, 16.4 percent more than in 2017. Again, this
is the best result in the past ten years, twice
bigger than 2012, due to several factors: an inevitable rally of investments after strong stagnation
in the crisis years, the recovery of made-in-Italy
furniture production, and most of all the set of
measures introduced by the Italian government
for the mechanical engineering industry, especially
those related to Industry 4.0. Looking at import,
in 2018 it amounted to 242 million euro: the top
“supplier countries” were, in order of value, Germany, China and Austria, with growing import
from India, Poland and Turkey. The trade balance,
i.e. the difference between export and import,
amounted to 1.479 billion euro in 2018, up by 5.5
percent from 2017. Apparent consumption totaled 1.035 billion, with a 19 percent increase.
THE FIRST MONTHS OF 2019
So, it was a satisfactory year, but what are the
early signals for companies in the current year?
According to the Acimall Studies Office, the first
quarter 2019 showed an overall reduction of
orders, which can be considered “inevitable”
after the booming growth of 2017 and further expansion last year. According to the traditional
Acimall survey, the woodworking machinery and
tools industry marked time in the first three months
of 2019, with an 11 percent reduction of orders
compared to the same period of the previous
year. Orders from abroad decreased by 10.2
percent, while domestic demand dropped by
14.5 percent. The book of orders is at 3.7
months, while prices have been growing by
0.5 percent since the beginning of 2019.
Revenue figures are recording an opposite trend
to orders, with a 10.3 percent increase.
The quality survey for the period under scrutiny
reveals that 7 percent of the interviews indicate a
positive production trend, 60 percent a stationary
trend and 33 percent a slowdown. Employment
is considered stationary by 67 percent of the
sample and increasing by 13 percent: only 20
percent reported a reduction. Available stocks
are stationary according to 73 percent, increasing
according to 20 percent and falling according to

www.acimall.com
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the remaining 7 percent. Unfortunately, the forecast
survey shows an enduring mood of distrust
among industry players, both on the domestic
and on the international side, whereby such mood
is favored by all key macroeconomic variables
that suggest that the minor positive rebound of
industrial production in February-March was mostly
due to stocks replenishment. This adds to Gdp
growth forecasts at 0.2 percent, which is not
enough to feed confidence...The forecast survey
results are clear: for the domestic market, only
7 percent expect growth, 60 percent indicate
stability and 33 percent fear shrinking business
(the negative balance is minus 26). More optimism
on the export side: according to 13 percent of
the sample, foreign orders will increase in the
next quarter, while they will remain stable for 60
percent and 27 percent expect a reduction (negative balance minus 14).
BACK TO 2018: I NTERNATIONAL SCENARIO
As previously written, in 2019 the leadership in
the production and sales of wood industry technology was a competition involving Germany,
Italy and China. German manufacturers sold
machines across the border for 2.4 billion euro,
with a 2 percent increase over 2017; Italy stopped
at 1.6 billion euro, tools included, while China
keeps narrowing the gap with “made in Europe”
competitors, climbing up by 11.7 percent to 1,532
million. Just a couple of notes. A significant share
of German export is represented by primary operation technology: just look at sales figures for
particleboard and mdf presses, amounting to
over 400 million euro for Germany, versus 157 for
Italy and 77 for China. It is also interesting to
notice that German expert is concentrated in five
markets: the United States, China, Poland, Austria
and France account for 50 percent of all German
export, while Italy has an extensive coverage of
many markets. The ranking of woodworking machinery exporting countries continues with Taiwan
and Austria, respectively at number four and five.
In 2018, Taiwan exported wood and furniture technology for 586 million euro, with a slight decrease
from the previous year, mainly shipping to the
United States and neighbor China. Austria closed
2018 with a sales volume equivalent to 505 million
euro, up by 7.4 percent, mostly represented by
trade with Germany, although we should not underestimate the business of few big Austrian
companies that have a significant impact on the
export value. At number six and seven, the United
States and Canada closed 2018 at 304 and 253
million euro respectively, followed by Poland (203
million), Finland (171 million) and Japan (132
million). It is worth mentioning three more countries
that, over the past five years, have been performing
well: the Czech Republic has grown from 85 to
125 million, while Slovenia exceeded 100 million,
up from just 58 in 2014.
Also Turkey is strengthening its production system,
despite political tensions in the past two years:
the trans-European country exported machinery
for more than 90 million euro in 2018.
www.acimall.com
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THE NEW ACIMALL BOARD OF DIRECTORS ELECTED

The general assembly of Acimall, the association
of Italian woodworking machinery and tools manufacturers, has elected the new Board of Directors:
president Lorenzo Primultini (Primultini) and
vice presidents Raphaël Prati (Biesse) and Luigi
De Vito (Scm) – whose terms will be renewed
next year – are now supported by Marianna
Daschini (Greda) and Umberto Pizzi (Pgs),
whose term as board members was extended by
the assembly, and the newly elected members
Filippo Pellitteri (Twt) and Franco Tanzini (Vitap).
The fifth elected member was Giovanni Sedino,
currently serving as Treasurer, who will join the
board next year, when a new president and one
vice president will be nominated.
This “two-stage approach” for the election of the
board was adopted in recent years to ensure
continuity in the management of the association,
introducing a 12-month interval between the election of members and the election of president
and vice presidents.
The board will be comprised of seven members
in total, so that the Acimall governance is even
more agile and effective.
“It’s been a very peaceful and constructive assembly”, commented president Primultini at the
end of the activities, carried out last June 28 in
Desenzano sul Garda (Verona).
“The high attendance of members and the collaborative mood indicate that the industry is
ready to look ahead together, knowing that only
the joint commitment to share tasks and projects
can keep “made in Italy” woodworking technology
in the forefront, which has always been one of
the most significant items in our trade balance”.
The day opened with an extensive presentation
by Andrea Bianchi, industrial policy manager of
Confindustria, who offered an overview of Italy’s
key economic topics, stressing the importance of
the manufacturing business, the essential role of
technology suppliers in a strong economy, and
the relationship between industry and government.
Bianchi’s participation reaffirmed the close collaboration between Acimall and the industrial association based in Viale dell’Astronomia in Rome.
The agenda continued with the president’s and
the treasurer’s speeches, approved with a unanimous vote, followed by a ceremony to present a
memorial plaque to the companies that have
been Acimall members for over fifty years; these
include Centauro, Cosmec Technology, Scm,
Steton and Vitap, which joined Acimall on June
12, 1967! On stage, in decreasing order of “seniority”, there were also Bacci, Corali, Locatelli
Macchine (Acimall members since January 15,
1968), Stark (March 24, 1969), Imeas and Omas
(June 12, 1969).
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FIRST SIGNALS FOR XYLEXPO 2020. INTRODUCING “FOCUS COMPONENTS”

We are moving fast towards the next Xylexpo,
the international showcase of wood and furniture
technologies and supplies, that for the first time
will span four days (from Tuesday 26 to Friday
29 May 2020), instead of five. This change has

bition's role has been readily recognized”, said
Lorenzo Primultini, president of Xylexpo.
“The decision of many companies to come to
Milan witnesses to the effectiveness of an exhibition that we want to focus more and more on
the quality of the solutions on display, on the
most advanced technologies, on real integrated
systems. Xylexpo will show the woodworking
business and furniture production under a new
light, following the momentous change of Industry
4.0". After the new calendar and the new logo,
the third piece of news is the debut of “Focus
Components”, an area dedicated to supplies,
components and semifinished materials for the
furniture industry, “…a business dominated by
excellent exhibitions, but we believe that in
Milan, in a totally different setting and in close
synergy with technology, this business can find

been appreciated
by the industry, as
witnessed by early
registrations that
have been submitted slightly "in advance" compared
to the past, a signal
that the renewed
commitment of the
biennial exhibition
is being recognized. Many industry
"big" players have already sent their application
forms: Biesse, Cefla, Homag, Ima, Scm, Weinig
are leading the group of companies that will
attend the exhibition in Milan next May. “We really
feel that our determination to reaffirm the exhi-

new and different opportunities”, Primultini added.
The new format is a collaboration with Made
Expo, that will contribute not only with their experience and close relationship with architecture
and construction players, but also with the "common language" shared with many companies
and big industry players.
The project will revolve around the possibility for
exhibitors to have a dedicated area, choosing
the most effective option to introduce their products,
their strategies and their organization. “We do
not want to run after records or to venture into
new territories where we don't belong, but we
want to respond to those who have always appreciated the opportunity to fin materials and
technologies in one place”, Primultini concluded.
www.xylexpo.com
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COMPANIES
Egger Annual press conference
The Egger Group reports on a successful, albeit
challenging, 2018/2019 financial year (4/30/2019)
during its annual press conference on 25 July
2019 at its headquarters in St. Johann in Tirol.
Group turnover increased by plus 5.6 percent,
while adjusted Ebitda declined slightly by minus
4.7 percent. The record total investment of Eur
489.1 million had a strong impact on this result.
One of the flagship projects was recently completed: The 19th Egger plant in Biskupiec, Poland,
started operations at the end of June.
Egger Group Management is satisfied with the
sales of Eur 2,841.5 million achieved and the
Ebitda of Eur 425.0 million. The adjusted Ebitda
margin amounts to 15.0 percent and is thus in
line with the long-term average. The equity ratio
remains at the high level of 36.8 percent (previous
year: 40.8 percent).
The quantity of rawboards (including timber) increased to 8.8 million cubic meters (plus 3.5 percent), which means the full utilisation of all primary
production capacities. Across the Group, Egger
employed an average of 9,481 employees last
year. In the second half of 2018, global economic
growth slowed, particularly in the eurozone. For
Egger, environments in the key markets in Europe
and Russia were satisfactory in the past financial
year and enabled stable development. The most
important geographical market for the company
is Western Europe, and above all Germany. The
Western European market with a turnover of Eur
1,672 million also grew in the 2018/2019 financial
year and thus generated 58.9 percent of the
sales revenues. The Central & Eastern European
and Russian markets also achieved a stable
sales share of 29.5 percent, with declining sales
of flooring products in Turkey and falling demand
for Osb having a negative impact. In the current
financial year, Egger aims to exploit the earnings
potential of the investments made.
Thomas Leissing is confident about this: “Although
weaker economic development has been noticeable in some of our markets in recent months,
our outlook for the 2019/2020 financial year is
positive...We will launch our new Egger Decorative Collection 2020–22 in the market at the
turn of the year, continuing the great success of
the first edition of this collection”.
Egger also anticipates a positive development
in demand for the Osb and timber product
areas. Laminate flooring will continue to be
under market pressure in Western Europe. Due
to the stable development in the core area of
furniture and interior design, growth in Russia
and the shift of volumes from weaker regions to
alternative markets, Egger anticipates sustained
sales growth and stable earnings in the
2019/2020 financial year. ■
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DREMA 2019!
Italy calls Poland, Poland calls Italy: an intensive exchange
of technology, supplies and know-how
or the furniture industries of both countries,
which are consolidating and growing, more complementary
than competing. Drema is an event not to be missed.

interviews
DESTINATION POLAND
PAOLINO BACCI
QUENCHING THIRST FOR INNOVATION
The wood/furniture industry in Poland keeps
growing and it is one of the biggest users of
wood machinery and technology, 30 percent
of which is coming from Italy.

Drema, the international exhibition of machinery
and tools for the woodworking and furniture industry, presents leading-edge technology and
the most innovative machines. It's a must-see for
small, medium and large companies, as well as
for specializing handicraft businesses.
It will be held in Poznan from 10 to 13 September
2019.
Economic and trade relations between Italy and
Poland have been excellent for several years
now and have strengthened the links between
the two countries, with positive growth trends for
bilateral trade and significant direct Italian investments in Poland.
In 2017, with trade exchanges at 22,400 million
euro, up by 12 percent compared to 2016, Italy
became Poland's third trade partner, after Germany
and China.
It's the fourth-largest supplier of Poland.
The key segments of Italian export to Poland are
general-purpose industrial equipment and machines for special applications.
Italy has maintained its position as fifth importer
of Polish products, amounting to 9,850 million
euro with a remarkable 12.1 percent increase
over 2016.
The trade balance of Italy in 2017 was still positive,
with a value of 2,740 million euro. (source: foreign
market info – Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs).

THE WOOD INDUSTRY
Poland is a major furniture producer, standing at
number six in the global ranking (Eurostat 2015
figures, Italy is at number five) and at number
four among exporting countries (Italy is the third)
The Polish industry is growing constantly and
has become a big user of machinery and technology, 30 percent of which are coming from
Italy, for a totale value of 170 million euro in 2017.
Italy and Germany dominate the woodworking
machinery market in Poland.
At the 2017 Furniture Show in Milan, the exhibition
“Polish Design. Tomorrow is Today” offered
the opportunity to present Poland's unique approach to contemporary design, which is well represented by 8 Academies of Fine Arts that contributed to the event.
The number of Polish manufacturers at Xylexpo
2018 was also very significant.
Collaboration among companies in the two countries is going to increase, to the mutual benefit of
both markets, as Italian and Polish production is
complementary: Italy excels in finished products
with several brands renowned all over the world,
while Poland is a leader in supplies for largescale residential and office buildings, and one of
the preferred suppliers of Ikea, which has a major
manufacturing and logistic base in Poland. This
is just one of many tiles in the rich and variegated
puzzle of industrial interactions between the two
countries. (source Gazzetta Italia).
www.drema.pl

Giuseppe Bacci, Ceo of Paolino Bacci, focused
on the most significant features of the Polish market.
"Based on our experience, there is no direct relationship between equipment demand and import in Poland and the national currency.
Apart from monetary considerations, this
country is a member of the European Union,
which streamlines trade relations.
Another feature that positively affects the
liveliness of the Polish market is the reliability
of companies, I would say this is a cultural
element. The manufacturing community is
devoted to work, compliance with signed
agreements and a serious attitude, all essential qualities that are not always found
in other countries, but are critical to reassure

Industry leaders
have certainly
paved the way,
but today even
mid-sized businesses are looking for high-tech
machines and
willing to consider the introduction of robot
into their pro-

Giuseppe Bacci.

“EvoJet-MiTre”.

duction lines. And Bacci can meet
such requests.
The key driver of our business in
Poland is the door and window industry”.

“Evo Jamb.

foreign investors and to collaborate with industrial
equipment suppliers".
Is the Polish furniture industry very demanding?
Does it have sophisticated requirements to develop
high-end products? Giuseppe Bacci: “In the
past few decades, the Polish industry has made
giant steps. Today it is generally oriented to
high-tech solutions, more advanced and more
widespread than in other countries that are normally considered highly industrialized.
You don't have to mention Gerschenkron and
his theory on the speed of late industrialization.
Just look at the wood and furniture companies:
they look for and buy high-tech machinery because they need to achieve high production
volumes and high quality at the same time.
They are curious and constantly searching for
innovation, for solutions that can improve production. The big furniture groups that have
been operating in Poland for a few years have
contributed to expanding the demand of innovative, highly productive machines.
The result is a stimulating market that is driving
equipment manufacturers like is to accelerate
the research and development of smarter and
more performing solutions. Companies demand
automation in the first place.
The Polish market seems to have become aware,
earlier than others, that properly managed automation can improve working condition while
ensuring constant productivity.
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It is interesting to look at the composition
of the Polish market, analyzing the
share of industrial companies and "evolved" handicraft businesses. Based on
his experience, Giuseppe Bacci believes that "in few years the country has
developed from a variegated handicraft landscape to a dense industrial

network.
Often, former craftspeople have invested into
the right direction and have developed their
production and market share. In other cases,
international investments and global groups selected Poland for their manufacturing sites,
probably attracted by the "national" entrepreneurial spirit we mentioned before.
Bacci has believed in the huge potential of the
Polish market and decided to listen to its
requests. We have developed advanced solutions for door production, machines designed
for batch one and high productivity. Products
like our “Evo.Jamb” or “EvoJet.Liner” are very
appreciated in this market, which is lively and
starving for innovation.
Through our subsidiary Bacci Automation, we
are promoting the integration between machinery
and robotic automation, using both articulated
arm robots for loading and unloading operations,
and cobots. In this way, we can effectively meet
the current demand for high productivity and
"batch one", a typical feature of this country.
We will certainly exhibit at the Poznan fair with
Imac. This is a valuable opportunity for a company like Bacci to present advanced solutions,
ideal for a market that is evolving".

www.bacci.com
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BIESSE: INDUSTRY 4.0 SOLUTIONS
With Stefano Esposti, Regional Sales Manager
at Biesse, we tried to understand whether
the presence of a national currency instead
of the euro affects the import of Italian machinery.

Poland

Polish market: “Just like any other country, our
customers demand reliable and innovative solutions with a responsive service.
Leveraging our innovation capacity and our
local partner Teknika, we have been able to
meet all local requirements for over twenty years,
achieving a significant market share that is constantly growing.
Looking at export figures and the type of customers, we can say that the Polish market is
dominated by industrial companies with a
marginal share of advanced handicraft businesses for which Biesse offers a wide range of
innovative products and solutions.
With industrial automation integration new manufacturing and digital technologies, all the new
product lines adopt Industry 4.0 solutions that
ensure very high performance and reliability
levels."

Stefano Esposti.

www.biesse.com
www.teknika.pl



“Poland is a leader in the wood and furniture industry, just consider that it is the second-largest
exporter in Europe.
With this premise, we believe that the import of
Italian industrial equipment will not be affected
by the introduction or rejection of the euro. Demand keeps growing, in the past five years the
volumes of industrial production, especially for
European destinations, have achieved significant
results.
As to product categories, considering the production of low-to-medium-end furniture and
sofas, high-end industrial machinery is requested
to implement round-the-clock production cycles."
Stefano pointed out the specific needs of the



CEFLA: GOOD MARKET,
WITH A FEW EMERGING PROBLEMS
Poland is an attractive market, but some critical issues are beginning to emerge.
We talked about it with Massimiliano Gigante,
Regional Sales Manager at Cefla.

Massimiliano Gigante.

“The refusal to adopt the euro is not a problem
for us. The request of quotations from the Polish
market has not changed since last year. A negative factor is the block of European funds due
to excessive violations, with a consequent dramatic decrease of orders. Demand in the Polish
market is quite varied and it covers many business segments, from spraying lines to roller
coating plants, for profiles or
windows.
Polish producers normally do
not have special needs: for
us, it's standard products that
can also respond to specific
requirements from customers.
In the finishing business, the
visual aspect and final quality
of pieces are the key values
for customers.

GIARDINA: CUSTOMIZING PLANTS
Carlo Di Cerbo, area manager at Giardina
Group, focused on the finishing requirements
expressed by the wood industry in Poland.



with
fully automatic systems

Full optimization
with integrated cross-cutting
from sawmill to window secctor

Optical scanner for
quality and defects
detection

“Giardina's presence and experience in Poland
dates back several
years. Poland is a
big producer of furCarlo Di Cerbo.
niture and a subsupplier, first of all
for Ikea. The furniture industry in Poland is well
organized, compliant with laws and regulations,
combined with a high level of performance
thanks to top-notch technological assets mainly
consisting of Italian and German machinery.
The Polish companies are making huge investments also thanks to the European Community
funds; the Polish currency is stable and causes
no problem to trade exchanges”.
In this stable and organized market, what's the
situation of manufacturers?
"The landscape is variegated: there are many
big companies, among the leaders of door and
window production, then subcontractors and
many small handicraft businesses. They are not
Italian-style craftspeople, they are companies
with a high level of technological knowledge,
equipped with machines and plants that ensure
the versatility and customization of the final
product. These companies take high-end Italian
brands as their model: they
prefer excellent materials
(including veneer, composite wood or hardware
from popular Italian vendors) and address a highend target in Poland as
well as in Germany, Austria and Switzerland”.
Di Cerbo added: “To work
with these companies, Gi-

Cursal S.r.l. San Fior (TV) ITALIA
Te
el. +39 0438.400.963 Mail info@cursall.com
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The Polish market is a variegated mix of highly
specialized industrial companies with high productivity and advanced handicraft businesses”.
What is Cefla offering to differentiate?
"Cefla is a global leader in the design and construction of coating, finishing and decoration
machines and plants, offering turkey solutions
for the wood industry and leading-edge technology also in the glass, plastic, cement fiber,
composite materials and metal segments.
Our customers include some of the leading
actors in the construction and furniture industries
as well as companies operating in aerospace
and automotive. We are promoting all our technologies in this market.
After Ligna in Hanover, we are working in Poland
to present the new products we have just
launched, starting from the new excimer oven
that enhances the sensorial features appreciated
by end customers, such as soft-touch haptics
or scratch resistance, also for products with 3D
surface geometries, delivering a super-matte
visual look with values below five gloss".
www.cefla.com

ardina Group has decided to focus on tailormade solutions, on advanced plant customization, offering solutions that meet any need, so
as to avoid the competition with companies
that produce standard, less flexible plants.
Our product is entirely tailor-made, in terms of
production flexibility as well as layout, which
can be adapted to the company organization
and facilities. With this approach, we can stay
away from price wars, while several European
and Chinese manufacturers are focusing mainly
on this aspect. In Poland, we collaborate with a
direct reseller that also takes care of service,
an essential element for an effective partnership
with our customers. At the upcoming Drema,
we are presenting our solution for the next generation of furniture and wood flooring coating,
namely the excimer technology that allows to
achieve super-matte surfaces combined with
enhanced coating adhesion to different substrates with excellent mechanical properties.
The Uv excimer lamp has a single wavelength
of 172 nm that can modify the surface texture
of the product according to its final application,
without damaging the substrate and without releasing any residue.
The Uv crosslinking process generates a micro
structure on the surface of the ultra-thin coating
film, between 100 and 500 nm, which will be
cured later on by means of a conventional Uv
lamp. Giardina Group was among the first companies to develop an over, called "Gst Zerogloss", that brings this technology into the
coating business; at Drema,
this will be the core of our
exhibition, with a range of
application tests using different coatings on cabinet
doors and parquet, to draw
the attention of visiting operators”.

www.giardinagroup.com
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best fits the needs of the Polish market. It's cnc
machines, so they need both remote service
and local support.
Therefore, the competitive lever is high-level
service that allows customers to solve any problem very quickly.
Also for distributors – we work with Ita – the capacity to offer efficient service and to solve
critical issues, often related to software and its
application, is an essential factor for sales.
Consequently, the relationship with your distributor and personal relations are critical for
success and consolidation in the territory".

SCM: EMPOWERING AFTER-SALES
With Fabrizio Pazzaglia, Scm Regional Manager Europe, and Andrea Santi, General Manager Scm Polska, we analyzed the current
situation in Poland as it relates to currency
and market demand.

Fabrizio Pazzaglia.

Tanzini added: "Poland is a market that is offering
much satisfaction and is still expanding.
While there has been a minor crunch on Ue

“Poland's decision was driven by the will to
maintain the competitiveness of the local currency,
which brings huge competitive benefits to Polish
companies in export, but at the same time also
minor drawbacks in the purchase of machinery.
However, the impact on the sales of Italian products in the country is not really significant. Many
Polish customers also use the euro currency as
they export to Eu countries".
According to Pazzaglia and Santi “…the Polish
market is very dynamic and the export trend is
positive for standalone machines and integrated
lines alike. Customers are showing increasing
interest for automated solutions that can ensure
higher and higher productivity.
The companies with a strong focus on product
quality need reliable solutions and ask for more
and more efficient, direct and timely service.
These are the same success factors of Scm:
we are a historical and reliable partner for all
woodworking companies, from handicraft to industrial businesses, and we act as end-to-end
consultants, not just simple supplies, to support
our customers in the improvement of their manufacturing operations and business development.
The Polish market mainly consists of mediumlarge companies, many of them with an excellent
international reputation.
Normally, the possibility to work on 2-3 daily
shifts and to make the most of the available
equipment are a strong added value for companies in this country.
At the same time, handicraft businesses have
also evolved in recent years, adopting more
and more flexible machines that can ensure
quality and productivity”.
Santi and Pazzaglia added: “Scm has a direct
subsidiary and a widespread sales network in
Poland. The product portfolio is very wide and
diversified, reflecting the unique character of
Scm on a global scale: from manual and automatic machines for joiners, to standalone solutions
for small and medium companies (edgebanding,
sanding, panel saws, routers, machining centers
and numerical control drilling machines); from
high-productivity machines for medium-large
companies for applications like construction,
coating, window and flooring, up to entire integrated production lines for furniture and
doors/windows.
Most investments are focused on the constant
improvement of after-sales service, with a team
of dedicated specialists who are constantly updated to provide capillary, tangible and efficient
support to customers.
In recent years we have doubled the number of
engineers in the Polish branch office and we
are constantly looking for new collaborators".

www.scmwood.com

VITAP: A DIFFERENT MARKET
Franco Tanzini, manager at Vitap, shared a
clear view of the Polish market, highlighting
the different approach to furniture production
compared to Western Europe and the requirements of local actors in terms of machinery.

"The Polish market is comprised of big companies
and medium-small organizations.
Western-style handicraft businesses with father,
son and a couple of employees are not common
in Poland.
Clearly, the needs are different: they prefer
high-performance plants for series production;
customization, except for turnkey projects where
the entire plant is made-to-measure, is not a
key requirement. It's a cascade process: unlike
Western Europe, the market of end users does
not request furniture customization."
So, what's the competitive lever for technology?
"Multipurpose machines are the solution that

Franco Tanzini.
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funds, this has not impacted machinery import
significantly; we have not seen standstill situations like in Romania, for instance.
The currency is stable and the market is lively.
Certainly, there might be effects due to the reduction in furniture export to Germany, which
is now in a recessive phase.
Many German companies have moved out to
Poland, also, so this country is suffering from
the negative and positive trends of Germany".

www.vitap.it
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IMAC: THE RESELLER'S VOICE
Paolo Barberis, founder and member of Imac,
shared his vision as agent and reseller of
woodworking machinery.

Paolo Barberis.

Imac has been operating in Poland for more
than twenty years, doing business also in Belarus
and Ukraine.
It represents several renowned manufacturers
of machinery for wood, furniture and constructions.
It covers an entire range of technologies, it
designs special machines, it automates manufacturing operations and manages entire production lines. It addresses both large companies
and small-medium manufacturers in the furniture
industry.

Poland
"To understand the dynamichs of the Polish
market, you have to go back in time for thirty
years. Before the big crisis, Poland was a very
solid market with peaks of economic "euphoria"
and very few periods of pause or negative
growth. The situation came to a standstill when
the convertibility of ruble to dollar was cancelled
in the late Nineties.
Production for Russia and Eastern Europe
stopped, and following the collapse of orders
from the Russian market, companies turned to
Western markets.
Cash stopped to circulate, production dropped
and many businesses closed or went bankrupt.
The companies that were able to reorganize
and open new destinations started to buy used
equipment and new technology to become
competitive on the Western market.
Later on, increasing demand and revenues
drove them to adopt more and more performing
technologies.
Today, the made-in-Polsky production of doors,
windows and furniture has become a major
item in the country's balance. The country is
solid and dynamic, open to transformation.
The European Union has brought huge benefits
to Poland, the European funds are properly
managed and invested, control and management
are seroius and the legal system is also very efficient. Of course, there are also some weaknesses: the business community needs to grow
and, hopefully, the next generation will be able
to develop strategic skills that Polish companies
don't have, yet.
There is a strong need for workforce, everyone
is searching for labor and workers are imported
from Ukraine, invested in training and integration.
The country is willing to progress and grow,
with an attitude that you cannot find in Italy.

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Right now, the big challenge is the automation
of production lines."
Do you have Polish competitors in such a fizzy
market?
"So far, Polish manufacturers have developed
conventional machines. They are now approaching the design of complex machining centers.
The companies are turning to German and
Italian manufacturers, and to Turkish and Chinese
suppliers for traditional machines.
High-end companies (with more than 100-150
employees) prefer Italian or German technology.
Service is essential: all machines are equipped
with Plcs, and if their operators cannot manage
them, production stops.
The mother company provides support, while
service is offered by the reseller. Imac has eight
engineers with high professional skills to provide
support to workshops and industrial companies.
Talking about semifinished materials, Poland is
a two-way market unlike Italy: it is a subcontractor,
but it purchases from Italy anything it cannot
produce internally, for instance special types of
cabinet doors and frames."
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Poland, Europe, Italy: how does it work?
"Manufacturing operations are controlled and
managed also in terms of sustainability, with
strict control on the production cycle of subcontractors.
Production control is very strict to be competitive
on the Western markets.
The companies have sustainable production
cycles (they control the production cycle of
subcontractors) to meet specialization requirements. Imac mainly deals with complex machines. We are not competitors of big Italian
groups like Scm or Biesse or German giants
like Ima and Homag, that's why we do not resell
machining centers.
We design big production lines for industrial
companies together with the producers of special
machines and automation, such as Stemas,
Bacci, Sirio, Prisma and others. In this way,
we meet the specific needs of the interior doors
business.
In my opinion, Poland has stimulated and is
driving the development of Italian production
and engineering".
by Roberta De Ciechi

www.imac.pl
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THE BORING RANGE: READY TO TACKLE ANYTHING

The Biesse boring solutions help their customers,
each one with their own special requirements, to
tackle the 4th Industrial Revolution. They include
craftsmen who want flexibility above all, small-or
medium-sized enterprises that need flexible production and large companies that adapt their

factories and production to increase their market
competitiveness.The Made in Biesse boring range
is the widest one with solutions for moving panels,
both horizontally and vertically, and also guarantying optimum management of panels with more
delicate surfaces. A full range with solutions for
any productivity and flexibility requirements, based
on customers' real needs. “Skipper V31”: the
entry level solution to reach up to 400 panels per
shift; “Eko”: the family of boring machines to
reach up 800 panels per shift; “Skipper”: the
range for machining up to 1,200 panels per shift;
“Matrix” and “Vektor”: the modular boring and

SCM
inserting ranges to build integrated lines in order
to meet production requirements of up to 2,000
panels per shift; “Insider”: the range for machining
up to 4,000 panels per shift; “Techno”: the automated solution that guarantees up to 10,000
panels per shift. Constant developments in industrial robotics are combined with Biesse technological innovation. Guided by the “Automaction”
concept which is synonymous with the practicality
of the new technological innovations developed
to create new business models based on automated, interconnected production, Biesse technology is combined with “Ros” (Robotically
operated system). These solutions guarantee a
significant increase in production and total reliability
of both the production process and unloading
operations, even in the wider context of industrial
automation. The “Ros” solutions offer a series of
advantages and make factory automation possible.
“Ros” solutions combine versatility, efficiency and
high investment returns. When the “Ros” systems
are used together with the drilling machines, idle
times are drastically reduced and the risk of damage to the material due to panel handling by
the operator is reduced to zero.
Hall 5, stand 18.
www.biesse.com

A NEW ERA FOR DRILLING AND ROUTING AT DREMA 2019

Scm is gearing up for the next
edition of Drema (Poznan, 10-13
September 2019) with the latest
developments in its wide range for
the sector, unique at international
level. The spotlight is on the new
exclusive range of morbidelli’s topperforming Cnc drilling solutions,
with higher finishing quality, precision
and productivity.
The fair will be an opportunity to discover first-hand “morbidelli cx
220”, the compact drilling machine
which guarantees a level of performance and efficiency never achieved before
now. The new drilling heads, with their new
design, will help you achieve hitherto undreamt
of high levels of performance and efficiency.
The worktable lets you drill delicate surfaces
with superior finishing results, while the new
shaped clamps allow you to machine panels
even on the inside of the clamping area, while
cutting down cycle times and optimising workpiece changes.
Other significant innovations are the new panel
return systems with automatic unloading.

FINITURE
Another product of great interest is the new
Cnc machining centre for drilling and routing
“morbidelli m100”, the exclusive 5-axis all-inone solution for small and large companies that
wish to perform a wide range of woodworking
processes using a single machine, for a highly-

FINITURE IN POLAND: THE GUARANTEE OF A SOLID MARKET

Finiture’s commercial breakthrough in the Polish
market takes place in 2015 with the start of Ita‘s
collaboration, a reference point in the Polish
market of windows and doors.
In the field of impregnation and finishing of solid
wood, Finiture is today a solid reality in Poland,
with regard to the number of plants installed, references and reputation on the market. The
company's flagship product are the robotic
plants.The Polish market covers a significant
share of Finiture's average annual turnover and
has known unaltered stability over time.
Nowadays Poland is experiencing a great production boom in the field of windows. According
to the Unicmi 2019 report, Poland is now a top
exporter of windows in Europe. The strengths:
excellent quality at competitive prices.

FOCUS

efficient machining of products ranging from
furniture to doors.
Among its notable advantages are the full coverage of the worktable with every tool on the
machine, a drastic reduction of tool changing
times (thanks to its Fast14 tool holder), and a
saving of up to 60 percent in drilling cycles.
Among the joinery machines, Scm presents
the new “class px 350i”: it is equipped with
the new mobile carriage circular saw with blade
angled up to 46°, that allows you to work in
complete safety, with reduced bulk and, thanks
to the exclusive presser, guarantees a perfect
hold on the panel.
Hall 6, stand 17.

www.scmwood.com

A historic Finiture customer in Poland is Norwood,
for whom three different lines have been designed
to keep up with the exponential growth of the
company. Recently acquired is instead the model
for the dormer manufacturer Keylite, who describes the performance of the “Pro Flow” impregnating machine as widely exceeding expectations and which will soon add a vertical
line for the painting of the unassembled pieces.
Among the other Finiture’s clients, there are Wiktorczyk, Slowinsky, Fakro, Siro, Prawda, Bertrand,
Eurostyl, Nordan and Pacyga. Hence, not only
producers of windows and dormers, but also of
handles and accessories, to confirm the fexibility
at the basis of Finiture’s design and technology.
Hall 6, stand 18.
www.finiture.it

IMS
Machtechsolution, the official distributor of Ims,
established in 2015, with headquarters in Prague,
serves the markets of Eastern Europe recently affected by considerable growth. The branch,
thanks to its strategic position, ensures a fast service to customers in Poland, Slovakia, Austria,
Hungary and Germany. The company relaunches
the repair and overhaul service for electrospindles
and servomotors on these markets, which is enjoying considerable success on Western markets:
the keys to this success are speed (immediate
and preventive diagnostics in 24 hours), efficiency
(standard intervention time one week, can be reduced to 48 hours with the Express service) and
versatility (dedicated to all the main brands of
electrospindles for any type of processing).
Furthermore, Ims and Machtechsolution focus on
the new line of adapters for electrospindles which,
thanks to a sophisticated cone coupling system,
allow interfacing the type of spindle connection
(Hsk, Sk, Bt, Din2080...) with any Hsk tool holder.

N
EW

Ims, from Sommariva Bosco, province of Cuneo,
designs and produces tool holders for Cnc
machines dedicated to the processing of wood,
marble, iron, aluminum, plastic and
glass. The production, exclusively
made in Italy and
high-end, includes
more than 20,000
types of tool holders: in addition to
the standard solutions for the main
Cnc machines, Ims
offers a wide range
of chucks designed and manufactured to specific customer requirements.

!

THE BRANCH IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC SERVE THE EASTERN EUROPEAN MARKET

HANDLING &
ASSEMBLING DIVISION
DESIGNED BY

www.ims.eu
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EXHIBITIONS

74 THOUSAND VISITORS AT INTERZUM 2019
and South America (plus 24 percent), Eastern Europe (plus 21 percent) and North America (plus 7
percent).

"The most beautiful edition ever". Once again Interzum proved to be the real capital of the big
world of semifinished materials, supplies and
components for the furniture industry.
We will never get tired of repeating it: as soon as
the German giants decided that Interzum was
their exhibition, the event went back to the good
old times. Well, actually, it has reached unprecedented splendor!
The period of reflection the exhibition has been
going through has brought positive effects, strengthening the team and reaffirming the key values,
to show that Interzum is one and it is big, beautiful,
rich, attended by all key players on the exhibitor
and visitor side.
The most significant figure published in the postevent weeks was the number of operators who
decided to visit the 2019 edition of Interzum,
from 21 to 24 May, the international exhibition of
supplies, components and materials for the furniture industry. As many as 74 thousand visitors
came to Cologne, 75 percent of them from abroad,
setting a new record of internationality and not
just quantity.
They found 1,805 exhibitors from 60 countries
(there were 1,732 from 59 countries in 2017, as
much as 28 percent more than in 2015).
It is worth stressing that the third place in the ranking of exhibitor countries was taken by Turkey,
with "only" 8,263 square meters, far behind Germany and Italy that are the best representative of
the worlds exhibited at Interzum.
On the visitor side, there was a significant
increase (22 percent) of attendance from Asia
and China especially, with 48 percent more visitors
coming to Cologne compared to the previous
edition. Visitor streams also increased from Central

AT THE EXHIBITION
The booths of exhibitors were impressive as usual,
as companies know that the whole world is looking
at them, and so, it is important to show your best
face.
The quality and quantity of ideas, products and
solutions exhibited on the Rhine banks were undisputed; the exhibition is no longer just a place to
look for new suppliers or new solutions to improve
the design or performance of your products, but
a sort of "arena" where you can really touch the
trends, the developments, the directions that furniture will take in the future.
Like we said above, the "big ones" decided that
Cologne is the place where everything is great
and their decision was followed by everyone. We
had never seen impressive booths like this year,
but we are ready to apologize if we are wrong.
Well, it's been no bed of roses, someone complained about something, but we have to say they
were really few, some for whom things did not go
so well for some reason. It happens, in all exhibitions,
but all in all, we do not feel like taking away points
from the record that Interzum 2019 has certainly
set.
The exhibition attracts an increasing number of
architects, interior decorators, designers, who
know they can find not only solutions, but also
hints, ideas, provocation.
Many of these were found in the focus areas that
made up the exhibition space: the more and more
"involving" topics of digitalization and sustainability;
the very popular “Squares”, real hubs dedicated
to specific topics, including “Mobile Spaces” (hall
10.1), “Surfaces & Wood Design” (hall 6), “Disruptive
Materials” (hall 4.2), “Digitalisation” (hall 3.2),
“Digital Printing”, (hall 3.2) and “Tiny Spaces”, in
the Boulevard Nord area; up to the halls dedicated
to upholstered goods or areas where, for the first
time this year, the spotlights were cast onto adhesives for the furniture industry.
Interzum has reaffirmed its role of unique, not-tobe-missed event for the international market. The
exhibition has become a real "format", arousing
increasing interest with the satellite events in
Canton and Bogota, though at sidereal distances
from the "mother event".
The exhibition keeps growing and might expand
further if there were more space available, especially
in some halls. The Koelnmesse management is
facing this challenge to introduce new solutions
starting from 2021: get ready, because change is
in the air! (l.r.)
www.interzum.com
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A GOOD

LIGNA
There is no doubt that the Hanover event is the
most important in the industry, but there is no denying that the latest edition has been characterized
by signals of "reflection", as indicated by official
figures.
Don't let us be misunderstood: Ligna is always a
great exhibition. We wish we had more opportunities like this. However, it did not seem as
"brilliant" as it used to be, as if the booths in
Hanover anticipated that the industry economy
in the coming months would not be so fizzy…
The figures are excellent, according to tradition:
1,500 exhibitors from 50 countries that, during
five days, met 90 thousand visitors, 40 thousand
of them from about one hundred countries around
the world. So, the exhibition still has a large audience, although the figures are growing slower,
and a very significant international share. A piece
of information published by the organizer that
might arouse curiosity is the panel of countries
that recorded the most significant increase in visitors, especially from North America and South
East Asia.
The layout was modified once again to present a
more consistent offer, after discarding the traditional
division into areas for "industrial visitors" and
"handicraft visitors". The result is a "leaner" display
for the big German exhibition, although it took
some time to find your way around at the beginning… not too bad.
NEW DIRECTIONS
Ligna showed once again that the wood and furniture industry has changed and is adapting to
new technology standards. You will read about it
in these pages: each and every company has
deployed the best of its energy to show that a
good machine, a good technology is just a "piece
of iron" without a high, now essential, level of "intelligence". That's nothing new, we know: for
years we have seen a shift from speed to finishing
quality, both now trivial prerequisites, to end up
with the management of the "industrial organism"
as a whole, from incoming order to truck loading.
The machines are the hub of a complex, highly
articulated system, and technology manufacturers
are real wizards, able to understand what customers really want, which type of product they are
looking for, which methods they prefer… and
based on these and more factors, they build a
line or machine that makes all their wishes come
true. I must admit that, visiting Ligna and other
exhibitions around the world, the level of self-
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confidence has clearly increased: we are no
longer the "lesser children" of the manufacturing
industry, instead we can imagine and create modern, innovative, revolutionary scenarios… even
when it's just about standalone machines or solutions that do not require massive investments.
We have entered a new dimension and Ligna
has proved this with its extraordinary beauty: the
event is so incredibly big and full of exhibitors
that we have really seen plenty of "new stuff".
We fully agree with Andreas Gruchow, board
member of Deutsche Messe, who spoke at the
final press conference: “…technologies that
seemed visionary just a couple of years ago
have now become a reality!”.
And Pekka Paasivaara, president of the German
association of woodworking machinery manufacturers, reaffirmed the same concept: “In these
days – he said as the exhibition was approaching
its end – we have seen how many significant
steps have been made towards the digitization
of woodworking and that the interest for the
most advanced technology has no more limits.
It is really impressive to see how many visitors
from all around the world are interested in investment projects focused on new solutions,
an interest shared by small companies and big
industrial groups: we can be optimistic about
the future".
An interesting figure emerged from a survey
made during the exhibition: over 50 percent of
visitors declared they assign much or maximum
importance to Industry 4.0 topics, while 40 percent
declared their intention to update their fleet to
make it "digital", if you allow this trivial definition.
TRENDS
Automation and interconnectivity were the
strong keywords, combined with the surprising
assurance that you don't have to be a nuclear
engineer to manage these technologies, which
are more and more similar to a smartphone. In
the areas of human-machine interface, safety
and security, the need/desire to have qualified
staff finally released from repetitive tasks
And then, plenty of robots: from powerful models
that can handle large and heavy panels or pieces
of equipment, down to the most "delicate", accurate
and helpful "cobots", the collaborative robots
that can stand close to people and help them
with repetitive tasks, such as screwing a door to
a cabinet, delivered by a shuttle or, to say it
better, an "autonomous guided transport system".
It's much like a big, orderly Viennese waltz: a
dance of information, data, priorities, measurements, readings that make production the result
of a set of more and more complex activities and
increasingly "release" the operators from such
activities, to the benefit of quality, consistency
and profitability.
Let's close with a mention for the valuable initiative
by eight leading companies – supported by Eumabois, the European Federation of national woodworking industry associations and by the German association Vdma – to define a standard
communication protocol (“P&W, plug and work")
to interconnect all technologies: networking is
fine, the cloud is great, but all these "things"
cannot think for themselves, they have to talk to
each other. And we really feel this is the challenge
for the future…". (l.r.)
www.ligna.de
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“WE ARE VERY HAPPY”!, SAID LUIGI DE VITO

Luigi De Vito during the press conference
held inside the big Scm booth.

more than 70 percent generated by the
Wood Division.
On a global scale, in general, 2019 was
not off to a good start, but there are still a
few regions that keep performing well.
For instance, we have recently opened
new offices in Austria and Switzerland,
to offer even more effective, direct and
complete services to industry companies.
And don't forget Germany, where our
sales increased by 24 percent in 2018
and we significantly expanded our staff in

Another moment of the press meeting. From left: Gianluca Fariselli, Communication Director;
Christopher Moore, Sales Director Scm Germany; Giovanni Gemmani, President of Scm Group;
Luigi De Vito, Scm Division Director and Uwe Kosok, Director of Scm Germany.

In Hanover, Scm presented more than sixty technology solutions in a booth larger than four
thousand square meters, one of the most crowded at the event, with many thousand visitors
from over 100 countries, according to reports.
The spotlights were cast on the group's vision of
current and future production methods, the "Smart
& human Factory" that has become a reality
and not just a dream of the factory of the future,
where people and machines work together, side
by side. A smart factory, while still revolving
around people, features flexible and modular automated cells, tended by industrial and collaborative robots, connected by automated guide vehicles and operated by next-generation IoT software and digital services. It was a good exhibition,
and it is a positive period for Scm: we understood
it immediately and it was also confirmed by Luigi
De Vito, Scm Division Director We relied on him
to collect ideas about an industry showcase and
a season that have presented several interesting
topics.
"Based on the Hanover days, we can look at recent months and the near future with great satisfaction. In 2018 Scm has consolidated the
significant growth achieved in the past three
years, with two-digit growth rates in many
markets and financial solidity. Revenues for the
entire group exceeded 700 million euro, with

customer service. Germany is a very important
market and not only for use: our group is increasingly recognized as a reference partner
and this is a recognition of our quality…
In general, we have decided to move against
market trends, which have seen a 10 percent
reduction compared to the previous year. We
are confident that the future will bring great surprises. The volume of opportunities and deals
we open every day with our customers is very
high, and although the economic and political
climate is some regions is not helpful, we are
experience an excellent season even in key
markets like the United States.
So, there are plenty of opportunities, and as I
mentioned, while some regions are still cautious,
others are growing constantly".

massive volumes. The market has recognized
the added value of our offer: last year, the
sales of our machining centers increased by
30 percent, also supported by the increasing
popularity of nesting in the European market,
a technology for which we have designed and
developed a new range of highly innovative
solutions.
The second area where we have invested massively is robotics and automation, with a peculiar approach: rather than offering total and
complex innovation, hard to implement within
the short time frames available to companies,
we have focused on solutions that deliver immediate benefits and potential.
The goal is to show that the concepts of "digital
manufacturing" can become an integral part of
factory operations, very easily and effectively.
We are showing the effectiveness of our strategies in the fields of industrial robots, collaborative
robots and smart shuttles for ground-level transport.
Then, the third pillar of our innovation is software
and the integration of operator and machine
through value-added digital services. These
are the foundations of our "Smart & Human
Factory" vision, which has been extensively
presented in Hanover.
Our smart factory concept is not based on the
massive introduction of robots, automation and
cobots: we have not surrendered to a trend
that cannot fit all processes and operations,

… and what about this Ligna?
"We have shown once again our capacity to
innovate, mainly thanks to our customers and
our relationship with them, which continuously
encourages us to do more and better. By
listening to industry actors in recent years, we
have "shifted gear", both with large companies
and with handicraft businesses.
In line with market requirements, we have invested much energy to create more and more
flexible solutions, more configurable machines,
in a world that in recent years has really absorbed
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there are still steps, cells, plants that must be
monitored by qualified and competent professional operators. T
his means that the "human factor" must face a
challenge, i.e. acquire the necessary skills to
approach the Industry 4.0 aggressively and be
a leading actor: we cannot, we must not forget
that these technologies support the operator,
whose professional skills will be improved by
more and more performing and reliable tools,
that will enable to make the best decision in any
situation".
… you mentioned the size of companies. Can we
say that even the most innovative, somehow "revolutionary" options, are really accessible to everyone?
"Sure! We have always supported companies
of any size, and we should not forget that the
"big industry" - a segment we have been collaborating with very intensively in recent years - increasingly requests the quality, speed and flexibility typical of smaller workshops, setting up
"factories in the factory" that really streamline
the management of exceptions.
This is another big topic, an area where technology vendors will have to focus their expertise,
developing industrial systems designed for large
production volumes but that can be managed
and reconfigured with minimum effort". (l.r.)

www.scmgroup.com
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FELDER:“INNOVATION REQUIRES COURAGE!”
This was Felder's motto at Ligna 2019, where
much attention was aroused by the impressive
demo of “Pcs-Preventive Contact System”, a
safety solution for disk saws based on electromagnetic repulsion: when the sensor detects a risk
of accident, the blade is lowered below the worktable in few milliseconds; you can then press a
release button to restore normal operation.This
was one of the new solutions presented by the
The “Pcs-Preventive Contact System”.

Austrian group with 650 employees based in
Hall in Tirol, near Innsbruck, and a portfolio close
to 200 models, from combined machines to sophisticated machining centers, and an 80 percent
export share supported by 250 “sales&service”
points in 84 countries.
In Hanover, the “F4 Integrate” software was
presented, a new user-friendly intuitive interface
that streamlines the control of all process steps
on a numerical control machine, from working
program creation (starting from a cad environment) to 3d simulation. It's easy to move
from design to machine language instructions, as well as to control all parameters
and manage the tool magazine.
“Gluebox” is an aggregate that allows to
switch to Pur glues in less than 90 seconds,
just the time to mount it on the edgebanding

machine “Format-4 Tempora F600 60.06” and
start applying edges with a 70 percent cost reduction, with no more glue containers to clean, a
very thin glue bead and a feed speed of approximately 10 meters per minute with edges between
0.4 and 3 millimeter thickness, 8 to 40 millimeter
high.
For nesting operations, Felder exhibited "Format-4 Profil H150", a five-axis numerical control
center available with four different worktable sizes,
so as to meet the demands of a wider range of
customers, also thanks to a Z-axis up to 200 millimeters.
Interesting news also for augmented reality:
wearing special goggles, the operator can interact
with the clamping elements on the worktable
(bars or vacuum cups), to position them exactly
where and how necessary.

X YLON
MADE-IN-ITALY IN THE WOODWORKING MACHINERY INDUSTRY

Xylon
International
WOOD TECHNOLOGY, INDUSTRY, TRADE AND HANDICRAFTS

X YLON.it
THE ONLINE DAILY NEWSPAPER OF THE WOOD INDUSTRY

“Format-4 Tempora F600 60.06”.

With “F4 Vision” you can also see all useful information in the headset, as well as receive remote
assistance.
Last but not least, the “Format-4 profit” machining
centers can be equipped with led technology,
six thousand tiny lights that give clearly indicate
where the operator should place a vacuum pod,
with great accuracy, offering all the necessary information to check the machine status and move
on with the process. (l.r.)
www.felder-group.com

NEWS
EXHIBITIONS
Contract Fiera Milano-Made Eventi
Fiera Milano has recently announced the signature of a binding preliminary contract for
the acquisition of 60 percent of the company
Made Eventi from Federlegno Arredo Eventi.
Made eventi organizes Made expo, the biennial
international exhibition of architecture and construction dedicated to designers, companies,
buyers and specialized operators, in the Fiera
Milano exhibition center. The last edition of the
Made expo event, which was held from 13 to
16 March 2019, occupied a net exhibition area
of approximately 50 thousand square meters
and registered over 90 thousand visitors, of
which about 10 percent came from abroad.
The agreed purchase price for 60 percent of
the company Made eventi is set at 1.86 million
euros. The price provides for the absence of financial debts of the acquired company.
Made Eventi, in the financial statements for the
period ended 30 June 2017, reported revenues
of 10.4 million euros, an Ebitda of 0.7 million
euros and a net profit of 0.4 million euros. The
company, in the financial statements for the
period ended 30 June 2018, the year in which
the Made expo event was not held, recorded
revenues of 660 thousand euro, a negative
Ebitda of 1.5 million euro and a negative net
result of 1,2 million euros.
The signing of the purchase agreement is expected by the end of October 2019. ■

EXHIBITIONS
(Fenestration) is now Bau China

Early information for better decisions…
Centro direzionale Milanofiori - 1° Strada - Palazzo F3 - I-20090 Assago (Milano)
phone +39 02 89210200 - fax +39 02 8259009 - info@xylon.it - www.xylon.it
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A new name to reflect the concept of the trade
fair. About 650 exhibitors and over 100,000 attendees expected. Future Building Hall and
China Architecture and Design Expo are wellestablished: the leading trade fair in the AsiaPacific region for ‘Building Systems Solutions,
High-End Technologies and Materials’ will take
place for the first time as Bau China from
November 5 to 8, 2019. Since its premiere in
2017 as Fenestration Bau China, exhibition segments have been integrated in line with Bau in
Munich. The new name now better reflects the
evolution and the variety of topics the event has
to offer. Under the umbrella of Bau China, five
segments will from now on form the pillars of the
event. Fenestration Bau China, being integrated
into Bau China, continues to occupy the largest
exhibition area. With the other segments, Architecture Solutions/Cade, Digitalization & Building
Automation, Flooring as well as Roofing and Waterproofing, the total area of the trade fair is to
continue to grow substantially. ■
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BIESSE AT LIGNA

A six-thousand-square-meter booth, three batchone lines, seven robot-tended systems, about
fifty machines, 300 people involved during the
exhibition days, about one hundred trucks to
take everything to Germany: these figures –
mentioned by Federico Broccoli, Wood Division
Director/Sales Subsidiaries Division Director –
clearly represent the Hanover days for Biesse:
"It's a huge investment – Broccoli said – as we
know well what we want to do, what we must
continue to be, namely a technology partner
for all industry companies, independently of
the product they make or their size. We can do
that, we know how, we have proved it once
again with our 2018 results, revenues up to
740 million euro, an all-time high, thanks to the
commitment of 4,400 employees, half of them
hired in the past five years”.

Such growth was obviously reflected in Germany. "For us, Ligna
is an opportunity to reaffirm our
commitment in this country, where
we are opening a new campus
in Ulm next October, two thousand square meters of space
dedicate to "Made in Biesse"
technology and services, to bring
us even closer to many customers
we have in Germany," Broccoli
added, reminding that Biesse is
now an all-round partner, providing
a full range of solutions from "smart"
design tools to predictive maintenance services.
And of course, there was much talking about
"Sophia", Biesse's digital platform with unlimited
potential, enabling customers to collect and process information, identify ways to do more and
better, monitor productivity, act to prevent possible
downtime. "Biesse Group, in collaboration with
Accenture, has embarked on a challenging journey towards digital transformation since 2017,
in order to generate more value from machinery.
In less than two years since the "Sophia" launch,
we have connected one thousand machines,
this is a major milestone that proves our commitment to achieve the highest levels of customer
satisfaction. We are really proud to be among
few industry players that have achieved this result”, added Stefano Calestani, Service Innovation
Director, stressing that the Biesse platform is now
quite established: few days before the Ligna ope-

ABOUT LEITZ AND “DIGITAL”
guided us to the definition of new Industry 4.0
services that "embed" 140 years of experience.
We have always considered such services as
valuable tools not only for large organizations,
but for all those who choose Leitz, independently
of their size or turnover".

“Solutions in new dimensions”. This was the
motto of Leitz from Oberkochen, Baden-Württemberg, Germany, at the recent Ligna. Leitz is
well known all around the world for the quality of
their tool production, a family-owned company
managed by the fifth generation, a reference for
the wood and furniture industry in the past 140
years, a global player with 120 sales and service
offices and seven manufacturing sites.
Ligna offered the opportunity to meet the international media and present them the latest facts
and figures; the host was the managing director
Jürgen Köppel, who immediately gave the key
financial figures: 240 million euro revenues, a 75
percent export share, three thousand employees
and a catalog with more than eight thousand
tools, plus "special" solutions.
“We keep a constant focus on our customers –
Köppel said – and it is vital for us to stand as
close as possible to them, because tools have
to be maintained properly to deliver consistently
high performance levels.
That's why we have service points in 120 countries, a strategy that affects our decisions related
to digital innovation. Our relations with Leitz
users are based on very clear concepts – including productivity, efficiency, flexibility, sustainability, quality, knowledge and reliability –
which are our keywords, the values that have

This has led to the creation of “LeitzXPert”, an
app that represents the “Industry 4.0” vision of
Leitz; Industry 4.0 has now become very common,
but for the German tool giant it represents a set
of contents that build up the foundation of a real
system that combines established know-how and
expertise with new digital tools, to deliver consistent
efficiency and productivity.
Since the Nineties, each Leitz tool has been
equipped with an identification system (Qr, Rfid
or barcode), so that it can be immediately recognized and traced, getting all possible information
from the app: when it was sharpened the last
time, how to achieve the best machining results,
its features, technical drawings, specific requests
to Leitz operators or setting a deadline for the
next maintenance, accessing scheduled maintenance services or ordering new tools while immediately checking their availability.
www.leitz.org
A moment of the press conference at Ligna 2019.
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From left: Raphaël Prati, Corporate Marketing
Communication Director; Federico Broccoli,
Wood Division Sales Director and Subsidiaries
Division Director; Jacek Pigorsch, Managing
Director of Biesse Deutschland.

Roberto Selci, Ceo of Biesse Group.

ning, Biesse connected the one-thousandth
machine with "Sophia", a “Selco WN7” panel
saw at HolzTec Agenture-Handel in Werl, Germany.
"B" stands for Biesse, and Bacci as well. In Hanover, the company announced the collaboration
with the enterprise based in Cascina, Tuscany,
where Bacci have their headquarters. Actually,
the collaboration involves Bacci Automation,
based in Friuli, a recent addition to a new group
of Italian technology for wood and wood-based
materials. The press release distributed by Biesse
is very clear: "Thanks to its partnership with
Bacci Automation, Biesse confirms and further
strengthens the bond between man, machine
and robot, not only presenting the largest
number of solutions using robots on its stand,
but also by demonstrating how people can
benefit from using these technologies, validating
their work, making production more efficient
and also increasing operating safety. The use
of robotic systems in factories guarantees maximum production efficiency and helps simplify
processes whilst rendering them more consistent.
Biesse has chosen Bacci Automation as a key
partner to expand its portfolio of robotic solutions,
automating all production processes on the
basis of a fully interconnected approach to production". We will investigate further, but so far we
can tell you that it was clear that this partnership,
leveraging the expertise of both parties, can
lead to the development of technologies that
might seem "far" from the established vision of
our industry, but they are actually very close.
Such solutions are and will be more and more affordable also for small and medium businesses,
really user-friendly and capable of opening new
horizons in furniture production and woodworking.
So, we will get used to seeing more and more robots in our factories, a trend that was visible with
all major players at Ligna. The Biesse proposal
will be branded with the new acronym "Ros"
(Robotically Operated System), resulting from a
partnership that "…enables us to offer a full
portfolio of robotized solutions, turning Biesse
into a key reference for all customers who need
to respond to an ever-changing market, where
production efficiency is a vital competitive driver",
said Mauro Pede, Biesse System Sales Director.
Enrico Ferretti, the engineer in charge for production management at Bacci Automation, added:
"With Biesse, we have developed a few automated
solutions starting from specific needs, but the
potential of robot systems is so strong that we
can already imagine a virtually unlimited range
of applications and interactions".
This scenario reminds of the words by Roberto
Selci, Biesse Group Ceo, on the eve of Ligna:
"We are currently experiencing a real revolution,
an industrial transition from "iron" to digitalisation,
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ON THE FRONT COVER
"Ready, it's tomorrow", the
Biesse Group’s corporate
advertising campaign, is a
view to strengthening and
enhancing the perfect understanding between man
and machine and accompanying the customer on a quest which has
language at its heart. Indeed, here, man and
machine speak the same language , in order
to achieve an absolute understanding between
technology and talent. Through “Alphabyte”,
the innovative code that is the result of this
new interaction, Biesse is designing the boundaries of the future, both from a technological
and a human perspective: this process gives
rise to neologisms and definitions which blend
concepts and visions, imagining and reaffirming the profound alliance between man
and technology.

as I like to describe it, and we must manage
this in the best way possible in order to ensure
that we can continue to grow. We are at the
dawn of a new horizon, a new world that will no
doubt bring a host of benefits. Today, a new
language is being spoken – the language of
the young engineers who take a totally different
approach to the one we once knew, and which,
when combined with the experience of those
who have been in the company for a number of
years, can lead to the development of important
new skills".
“AUTOMACTION!”
At the German exhibition, Biesse presented the
"Testimonial in Automaction" project, a practical
demonstration of "digital response" to diverse
needs. The first fully automated solution exhibited
at Ligna was a line that can process up to 1,500
panel per shift, designed and built for kitchen
production at Cubo Design, while a solution
with robot-assisted machines was developed for
Lago, achieving a capacity of 1,000 panels per
shift. The third line exhibited in Hanover will produce up to 600 panels per shift: built for Bmt
Bagni, it is a real automated factory including
machines with additional automatic systems,
robots and software for integrated production
management.
The “Partner in Automaction” initiative focused
on the collaboration with Accenture and Microsoft for the continuous development of “Sophia”; with Elettric80 and Bema for advanced
systems designed to achieve the levels of efficiency and safety currently requested for automated industrial systems; and with Bacci Automation, as mentioned above, for robot systems
dedicated to panel handling, at present.
The core of the booth was the "Digital Hub",
which Biesse describes as the "nerve center of
the new digital world, created to accompany the
customer through a path that shows the various
phases of the construction of a 4.0 factory via a
host of innovative functions, from the simulation
of processes and machining operations, to the
software for the design and optimization and
programming of production facilities and the
ability to choose between the services available
to monitor progress, increase productivity and
all the services offered by "Sophia".
In conclusion, we mention a sentence by Federico
Broccoli: "At Biesse, we believe not only is a
smarter and more efficient factory, but also in a
factory conceived as "a better place to live",
where the actions of human beings are enhanced
and their activities get an added dose of value."
So, if all the technology in the world could improve
the lives of as many people as possible, we think
this goal has been achieved…
by Luca Rossetti

www.biesse.com
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ALTENDORF GROUP ATTACKS!
The direction is
clear: continue the
process undertaken two years
ago, when Avedon Capital Partners acquired a
majority share of
Wilhelm Altendorf
GmbH & Co. KG
in Minden, Germany, specializing
in the production
of disk saws for
wood, metal and
plastics.

Six months later, in April 2018, the acquisition
was followed by the takeover of Maschinenbau
Hebrock GmbH in Bünde and Ebm Maschinenbau
GmbH in Hüllhorst (both in Germany): Altendorf
Group was born! So it's clear why both Andreas
Tingvall, ceo of the group, and Jörg Mayer,
Sales&Marketing manager, started their speeches
at the press conference talking about the "debut"
at Ligna. That's actually correct: Ligna 2019 saw
the official launch of the new group – although
the two brands are traditional exhibitors – and
besides the latest news, it was inevitable to talk
about the strategies of the "new" company.
"The Hebrock acquisition has turned out to be a
great idea: working together is very positive
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and we appreciate the value
every day," Andreas Tingvall
said.
“Altendorf's cutting expertise
and Hebrock
edgebanding
skills must be
"completed",
however, so I will
not hide that we
Andreas Tingvall.
are looking at
drilling, so we
can close the loop with the three core operations
of woodworking. Will this mean more acquisitions?
Why not? It will take time, but we are talking with
companies in the numerical control business
and we will see where we end up, without neglecting the improvement of skills and expertise
within our companies".
Jörg Mayer is fully "in line": “By joining forces we
can act even more directly and effectively: we
are integrated both sales organizations in all areas, first of all sharing the vision that things
have changed and that, while in the past our
mission was selling machinery, now we have to
offer a more complex system, including software,
handling, automation, management…”.

The speech of Jörg Mayer (on the right),
during the press conference.

At Ligna you saw the early results of the “new vision”: on one side, a stronger “digital injection”
virtually in all machines, on the other a focus on
operator safety, a critical factor especially for disk
saws, where the risk of serious hand injuries is
very high.
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“Asa Security Assistant” is the temporary name
of a new concept that ensures the safety of
cutting machine operators.
Our readers know that, for a long time, companies
have been racing to find a system that can
instantly stop or retract the blade as soon as a
finger or a hand get too close.
There are several patents and solutions, and now
there is a new proposal by Altendorf Group,
based on a sophisticated machine vision system
that "scans" the area around the blade and "sees"
when a hand is entering the danger zone.
This method offers the necessary time to act on
the blade and retract it inside the machine, solving
a very dangerous situation with no damage for
the operator, the machine and the blade.
The systems is still under development and will
not be available before 2020, due to the certification
procedures, but the device exhibited at Ligna
seemed really promising. Take a look yourself at
https://bit.ly/2KObqFF. (l.r.)

www.altendorfgroup.com

Company’s

TÜV

II.M.S. S.R.L
I
Industrial
Machin
ning Solutions
V Gianni Agnelli,, 2
Via
12048 Sommarivaa Bosco (CN) Italy
Te
el. +39 0172 540
015
Fax +39 0172 540
014
w
www
.ims.eu - imss@ims.eu

IMS USA
A LLC
110 Porttwatch Way
Unit 103
3 - Wilmington
NC - 284
412 - USA
Tel. (910)) 796-2040
Fax (910) 796-2039
info@imssusanc.com
www.imssusanc.com

IMS TECNICA INDUSTRIAL S.L.
Avenida Amado Granell Mesado 75
46013 - Valencia
Tel.+34675312467
info@imsiberica.es
www.imsiberica.es
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MACHTECHSOLUTION S..R.O.
Oldřichova 247/5, Praha 2
nusle, 128 00 Czech Republic
Tel. 0042 0371121364
info@machtechsolution.czz
www.machtechsolution.czz
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THE FUTURE ACCORDING TO HOMAG
One of the most awaited events at Ligna is
the press conference by Homag, the biggest
industrial group in the wood-furniture technology sector, that is virtually "at home" in
Hanover…

Pekka Paasivaara
during the press conference.

Five thousand square meters in hall 14, plus
an area for Weinmann in hall 13, full of machines
and ideas, software and solutions under the motto
“Homag, your solution”, even clearer with the peculiar setup of the “Innovation Centre”, featuring
not only new “smart” technology for the future,
but also Homag's flagships and milestone solutions
for the furniture industry since 1960, to prove that
the group has always been at the leading edge
of innovation.
During the traditional media conference, ceo
Pekka Paasivaara announced that Hundegger
has become a “preferred collaborator” of Homag.
For a few years now, the group has been committed
to approach companies and groups to build a
huge, multifunction network in synergy with the
development and integration strategies for “tapio”,
the digital platform launched by Homag that currently involves 35 partners among producers of
semifinished materials, tools, software and 15 technology suppliers (Anthon, Barberan, Baumer,
Becker, Dürr, Festo, Heesemann, Höcker Polytechnik, Hundegger, Makor, Mutz, Schiele, Schneider
Electric, Venjakob, Webe).
In the vision illustrated by Homag's ceo, Hundegger
bring their experience in technologies that are
definitely "different" from those offered by the
group, while Homag will deploy its sales organization: it's easy to predict that it will be a win-win
collaboration.
Paasivaara then announced the creation of Dipa,
the “digital print association” that gathers
Homag and other players such as MB Digitalprint
GmbH & Co. KG, Li&Co AG, Durst Phototechnik
AG and Adler-Werk Lackfabrik Johann Berghofer
GmbH & Co KG, basically all the know-how you
need to achieve excellent results in a business
like digital printing, recognized as one of the
most promising technologies for the future.
Homag made it clear that a changing world needs
a new language, stressing the importance of the
creation of "Opc Ua", an open platform that
enables machines, technologies and IoT platform
to interact and exchange the necessary information
for customers to implement a really digital, effective
and smart factory. The platform has been created
by eight companies (Altendorf, Biesse, Bürkle,
Homag, Ima Schelling Group, Scm Group, Weber,
Weinig & Holz-Her) but will soon involve more

players, also due to the support of Eumabois,
Vdma (German equipment manufacturers association), Opc Foundation and Umati Group, the
latter promoting a similar initiative in the tools industry.
Then, Paasivaara talked about finance and illustrated the trend of orders in 2018, recording a
slight decrease (1,337 million versus 1,366 in
2017) with a positive trend only in Central and
Southern Europe (524 million versus 411 in
2017). Hard times are enduring for China (orders
at 110 million euro in 2018, versus 216 in 2017);
the Americas are basically "holding on", while
Northern and Eastern Europe are slightly reducing their volumes.
Paasivaara then moved on to higher topics, illustrating the Homag vision of the woodworking
workshop of the future, which perfectly matches
what we have seen and heard in other booths.
“In the future – he said – we will all be providers
of digital services and not just or no longer
technology manufacturers. Digitization is a great
opportunity we are approaching with a very intensive schedule: in early 2017 we already talks
about "Smart Factory Vision", and few months
later, in May, we officially launched "tapio", our
IoT platform. A few months later, at the beginning
of 2018, we presented the evolution of our autonomous manufacturing cells, while in our openhouse event we clearly showed what we mean
by "digital factory". And now, at Ligna, we take
another step, presenting the latest developments
of our machines and, most of all, showing that
Homag can be a service provider also for small
and medium woodworking companies. In our
plants, we want this "digital wave" to reach all
Homag technology users by 2020. Definitions
like "software", "digital solutions", "integrated
manufacturing solutions", "strategic partnerships",
"service 4.0", "consulting" are the keywords
around which we are designing our future and
our partners".
The press conference continued with a speech
by Markus Vöge, Global Sales & Marketing manager, who illustrated the challenges that wood
technology will have to face in the near future.
First of all furniture demand, which will basically
increase everywhere in the next three years, from
Europe with plus 1.6 percent to China with a 6
percent increase, North America with 1.9 percent,
South America with 2.5 percent and Asia-Pacific
with 2.9 percent. Fertile terrain for profitable
harvest for those who will be able to meet the
strong demand for "mass customization", i.e.
making "batch one" products for consumers that
are more and more sophisticated and looking for
personal solutions. This will certainly bring a deep
change in shopping habits, with intelligent and
advanced systems that will gradually bridge the
gap between producer and final consumer.
Vöge then explained how the increasing digitization
has radically changed the production methods,
starting from the possibility to train operators
before a new machine is installed, up to the
reliability of manufacturing performance since the
early design and engineering stages: “…today,
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reality has a virtual mirror in the digital domain,
a mirror that allows to imagine, build, manage,
maintain and program reality effectively”, Vöge
said. Homag has recently introduced “Ivp - Intelligent Intelligent Virtual Planning”, a virtual
and augmented reality tool to design a factory
and see it running, define the production flow
using Homag solutions but also integrating thirdparty equipment from other group partners.This
is combined with an expansion of the Homag
webstore (shop.homag.com), an online shop
where you can buy parts and spares with a transparent approach, and as of September 2019,
also entire machines.
Achim Homeier, Global Product Management
manager, was in charge to illustrate the new technologies offered by Homag. Homeier stressed
the “scalability” of the new concept of production
cells: from “entry level” to “fully networked”,
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from the solution where each machine is controlled
by an operator up to the “digital workshop” where
the flow is controlled via a tablet and you can design a piece of furniture with “Cabinecreator”,
manage the entire production (having access to
real-time data and information) with “ProductionManager” and cutting or nesting operations with
“IntelliDivide”. Not only: the edge warehouse will
be controlled by "ProductionAssist Edge", while
the collection of machined or outsourced parts
to make an order will be carried out using "ProductionAssist Sorting" and "ProductionAssist Assembly". This is also useful to solve the enduring
lack of "trained" staff, as the operators can be
guided step-by-step via dedicated apps, an
option that includes the "intelliGuide" service systems developed by Homag to show which operations must be carried out and how. (l.r.)
www.homag.com
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MARKETS

ABOUT FINISHING...

SELLING ITALIAN TECHNOLOGIES
Massimo Bobba, general
manager at Casadei Busellato, gave us the opportunity to interview their
importer for Dubai and
other challenging regions;
we immediately accepted
the invitation to take a “closer look” at those markets.

In recent years, Cefla has strongly pushed on
the accelerator to develop effective finishing systems for any surface using different technologies.
Such commitment has resulted into the expansion
of “Cefla Lab”, from a showroom to a real
incubator of new solutions, and “Cefla Live”, the
annual event where engineers, salespeople and
customers dive into three days of networking in
the Imola headquarters, an opportunity for discussion and verification that always turns out to
be useful (the next edition is scheduled from 15
to 17 October, if you don't know...). All of this
has led to the creation of "Ubiquo", the digital
platform by Cefla launched at Ligna 2019, that
integrates all the solutions offered to customers
all over the world. “Just like control towers direct
inbound and outbound air traffic in airports,
“Ubiquo” allows to manage the software of all
our solutions and supports our entire portfolio
of service packages service”, explained Roberto
Bolognini, Sales director. “With “Ubiquo”, we
can partner with companies for the management
of their daily operations, interacting via the software solutions developed by Cefla in recent
years and offering our expertise and knowledge
in real time in any domain, according to the
needs of each customer".
Like other similar platforms, "Ubiquo" is the "good
big brother" created by Cefla to carry on a vision
shared and accepted also in our industry, i.e. interacting not only with one machine vendor, but
with an environment where you can share experiences to get more from your business in terms
of profitability, management, continuity and quality.
"Ubiquo" has been developed to increase business
profits by acting on all factors, with a specific mix
of service packages and software solutions,
expert consulting and digital tools, to offer tangible
benefits to customers in terms of efficiency, reliability, competence and predictivity.
“The pillars of the control tower are three “smart
tools” that we have introduced recently and
that we have been constantly implementing”,
Bolognini added. “I am talking about “cCloner,
our 3d simulator that reproduces the operation
of a line in detail, creating a digital twin of the
line so that it can be analyzed down to the
smallest detail, checking its capacity and potential; the process supervisor “cTracker” and
the connectivity system “cMaster”, that allows
to monitor the line and its productivity remotely
via tablet or smartphone and to get a list of
maintenance actions required. And we should
not forget that everything fits into the concept
of "virtual reality", another application we have
developed consistently and now helps us establish very straightforward and almost "physical"
relationships with our counterparts maybe at
three thousand kilometer distance".
Also for Cefla, excimer technology has taken a
front place, with a solution called “Exydry-Z”
that Cefla has presented with a demo on 3D panels. “Excimer are a new technology that the
market is considering with much interest, because it delivers matte surfaces with excellent
performance”, Bolognini said. “Our solution

allows to minimize nitrogen consumption and
consequently reduce the cost per square meter,
our engineers have been focusing on this aspect.
This process, patented internally, allows to
achieve a soft-touch surface, very matte, with
high resistance to scratching and wear, also on
shaped panels".
Bolognini also noted that there is an increasing
demand for "vertical applications", i.e. painting
systems for hanging parts to coat 3D pieces with
complex shapes. At Ligna, we also saw the “iGiotto” robot in operation, combined with a “cVision 3D” curtain that, after scanning the incoming
part to be painted, provides the spraying robot
with all the necessary information to define the
most effective application trajectory.
Another solutions presented by Cefla was the
“Smartedge” technology for the preparation of
panel edges with the application of special basecoats in inert atmosphere: the latest news in
this area is the “Edge&Go” patent, where the heads involved in the operation can be replaced in
less than fifteen seconds, so the operator can leverage this performing technology for panels
with different profiles – from J-shaped handles to
three millimeter radii – while preserving high productivity.
Cefla's spotlights were also cast on “Smartcoater
Pro”, the latest development in roller coating,
designed to offer more flexibility, automation and
reduction of cycle time and costs. The improvement
of the “Smartcoater” range includes solutions for
automated cleaning, monitoring and automatic
adjustment of finishing parameters, an optional
pneumatic lifting system with four screw jacks,
and much more… all systems designed to increase
efficiency and improve the quality of coating.
Cefla is a strong supporter of digital printing
and in recent years the Imola-based company
has been investing resources and professional
skills in this domain: “At Ligna we have re-introduced technologies that have opened new horizons and are very interesting for a growing
number of customers. I am referring to an alternative method to coat and finish panels, a technique that is constantly developing and now
offers wonderful and lasting results".
It's amazing to see how “J-Print TD” can transfer
a picture onto a panel and even created "textured"
surfaces that match the image content, with protruding or carved areas that make even complex
textures highly realistic. All with the same machine
that "builds" a three-dimensional surface – wood
grain, for instance – without a roller to create the
pattern.
As we walked among the machines exhibited in
the booth, we noticed that Cefla is striving for
more standardization, with spraying booths having
more standard dimensions, at least where possible,
and larger doors or "windows", so that the operator
can better see what's going on inside. Such windows are made with special Plexiglass material
that filters light to protect the process from radiation
that might have a negative impact. (l.r.)

What's the economic condition in
these countries?
"In the past two
In the center: Massimo Bobba, general manager
of Casadei Busellato. On his right Abdalla Al Sayeh.
years, we have seen
“I was born in Palestine
a few changes. The
in 1969 and I took an enArab Emirates are
gineering degree in Italy,
no longer the most important market like in the
where I started to work as
past. Business is developing fast in Oman and
agent before deciding to
Africa has reached a 20 percent share on our
face a more "important",
revenues, a share we want to increase signifi"involving" challenge". That
cantly. The most interesting market is definitely
was the start of our phone Abdalla
Saudi Arabia, thatwe serve from our Dubai ofcall with Abdalla Al Sayeh: Al Sayeh.
fice.
“I opened a business in
In general, I can say that "made in Italy" is still
Milan to export all kinds of products to the Arab an effective business card, a synonym for quality
countries, but I soon realized that “made in and reliability when it comes to machine tools,
Italy” was a formidable brand, so I started to and many customers would like to have Italian
contact the importers I was more familiar with technology in their factories. Unfortunately, even
and asked them what they needed, then I sup- in this region, the "price factor" has become
plied it at attracting prices. So, the time came more critical and has summed up with the imto change direction and I focused on machine proved quality of competitors who have lower
tools, closing official agreements for Saudi price lists to leverage…".
Arabia, Palestine, Libya…".
The relationship with Casadei Busellato...
Things started to work well…
“The business relationship with Casadei Busel“…and they continued to improve, until in 2015 lato has become tighter over time. We can rely
I decided to open another warehouse in Dubai, of people who can respond to all issues with a
in the free economic zone of Jebalali, the most proactive approach, it's a reliable organization
important in the Arab Emirates, that's my head- capable of reacting quickly. In my opinion, this
quarters: a two-thousand-square-meter ware- is the distinctive element of a modern company
house where, besides Casadei Busellato, we that aims for success: you must be as fast as
have machinery from Orma Macchine, Centauro, the markets are, changes happen very quickly.
we are exclusive agents for these brands and To look ahead, you must be quick, very quick,
we sell to resellers and to end customers.
and ready to seize any opportunity.
At the beginning of this year I opened a new of- Believe me: Casadei Busellato has all these refice in Oman, a market where we had been quirements, with very smart staff that respond
working for a long time and we have now to our requests even on Saturdays and Sundays.
decided to approach with a better organization, And many other organizations are not ready to
opening a new office with four employees… we do so…
are fifteen people in total, a strong team sup- The starting point is their product portfolio, a
porting this great professional experience and wide range of effective solutions that allows our
ensuring great results in these markets that are company to be a reference partner in many sitreally not simple…
uations: their catalog includes technologically
Working in the Middle East is not easy, it's a advanced solutions tailored to different classes
growing market, it's stimulating, I know this of demand, so we can approach all our target
business very well now and it offers great suc- markets with confidence, as we know that we
cess opportunities.
will always have a matching and performing
Today we are selling traditional standard ma- solution to offer".
chines to resellers, while we keep special and
"tailor-made" machinery for direct sales.
And what about the future?
In this way we have expanded our boundaries "The new Oman office and the idea to be a
and started to invest in other regions, including leading distributor of woodworking machinery
Tanzania, Kenya, Ruanda and Ethiopia, be- in Africa are our priorities. We believe we can
cause the future is in Africa. We know well how win these challenges. Dubai will remain the
difficult these markets are, but they offer huge core of our system, a hub for our most important
opportunities to those who are willing and strong markets, Saudi Arabia first. Looking at the ecoenough to seize them.
nomic situation, we are clearly facing global
We are investing also in Nigeria and the Ivory challenges, not only in the Arab region, that
Coast, with sales-technical staff that regularly will impact trade and investments, especially in
visit these regions not only to offer and sell the countries that are catching up with advanced
Italian machinery, but also to understand which economies. I am optimistic, I look at the world
direction should be taken...
with great attention and no assumption: that's
We can do this with a team of excellent people, why we can make business in markets that
with qualified engineers in charge for after- others will not even consider, but we know that
Italian technology can play a major part here".
by Luca Rossetti

www.italcome.com
www.casadeibusellato.com

www.ceflafinishing.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

sales services,
trained also thanks
to our Casadei
Busellato friends".
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WEINIG HAS AN OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK ON THE COMING MONTHS
The Weinig Group is sailing with full wind and
attended Ligna with a huge 5,000-square-meter
booth in Hall 27, with 55 machines on display
under the “Think Weinig” motto. The range has
been further expanded with the addition of HolzHer and constant commitment to research and
innovation: at Ligna, the quantity and quality of
the portfolio in specific segments of panel processing was apparent at first sight, in a business
where Holz-Her is a leading player. And just few
meters away, the quality, expertise and strength
of the best machines for solid wood, all designed
and adapted to respond to the needs of all customers and prospects, from large industrial
companies to small handicraft businesses.
About Holz-Her, the new headquarters will be
inaugurated in September in Nürtingen, a 10million-euro investment for a 5,800-square-meter
facility that will host approximately one hundred
employees in sales, research and development,
customer service and finance. It's a timber construction, of course, including a 1,400-squaremeter showroom.
This is another signal that things are going well
at Weinig: since it joined the group, the orange
brand has tripled its revenues, reaching 120
million euro in 2017, the latest figure available.
But let's go back to Ligna, where Weinig reaffirmed
the big trend of wood and wood-based material
technology in recent years. "Modular solutions
that offer maximum efficiency independently of
batch size. The new trend of digitization is
represented by custom solutions, consistent
with the degree of development of each company”, they said at Weinig.The group introduced

the new “Automation & Digital Business” division and the latest release of the “Weinig App
Suite”, offering a rich set of features for production
monitoring and management. Another part of
the story is the new "Weinig Control Suite" we
saw in operation in Hanover, controlling a complex
production line comprised of eight machines that
transformed raw materials into semifinished products for downstream operations in a very short
cycle time. These operations are now fully automated, unattended thanks to the use of next-generation robots and machine vision, from optimized
cutting to routing, up to finger joints. Needless to
say that virtually all exhibited machines were
"Weinig 4.0 Digital", ready to interact with each
other and with any control system.
THE PRESS CONFERENCE
A rich and positive mood characterized the media
conference, where Gregor Baumbusch, since
January 1 ceo of the group, told about a German
industry that is shrinking by at least 10 percent, a
situation Weinig is not involved in, with hardly
hidden satisfaction: in the first quarter 2019, the
trend was quite positive (plus 5.9 percent, especially supported by timber constructions), with a
revenue growth compared to the first quarter
2018 by 8.7 percent.
So, margin for investments: besides the new
Holz-Her headquarters mentioned above, the
extension of the sales network and after-sales
service, the new showroom in California and the
new offices in Moscow, just to mention few examples.
"In the past, our priority was to build excellent
machines", Baumbusch said. "Now it's customer

Press conference at Ligna: from left Gerald Schmidt, Mario Kordt, Gregor Baumbusch
and Klaus Müller.

relationships, where customers are not all identical, they have different ideas, plans, habits
according to their decisions and the markets
where they work. As a result, we must stand
closer to them, to better understand their needs
and turn them into effective manufacturing solutions".
Then the stage was taken by Mario Kordt, technical manager of the group, who illustrated
products and technologies, highlighting 19 brand
new products on display. Kordt underlined the
steps made with the new apps adopted by over
100 thousand users and counting, and most of
all the added value offered by the new “Weinig
Control Suite” in the management of lines and
complex plants. Kordt then mentioned “MindSphere” by Siemens, “…the cloud platform we
have selected and we believe will soon become
a global standard for industry-related relationship

management. With Siemens, we have been collaborating for several years to "translate" the
basics of this huge network infrastructure for
the companies in our industry". The manager
also reminded the Weinig is an active member of
the "Opc Ua" project to create a unified language
that enables any machine from any vendor to interact with all other solutions or systems; finally,
he presented the most significant news for this
season.
In conclusion, let us tell you that the press conference closed with a long, heartfelt round of applause for Klaus Müller, communication manager,
who has reached a deserved retirement.
We are going to miss this kind gentleman.
by Luca Rossetti

www.weinig.com

MAGNYS IS THE PRESENT

NEW GRASS
DISPLAY
Very positive results for Grass, the specialist for
movement mechanisms, during last Interzum
exhibition.
"With around 5,000 visitors from more than 80
countries, the interzum 2019 was one of our
group of companies' most successful trade
fairs," says Grass manager Albert Trebo, looking
back on the event. The visitors were particularly
interested in the new concealed flap lift system
“Kinvaro T-Slim”, which was presented in Cologne
in surroundings that matched the company's new
corporate identity.
The new “Kinvaro T-Slim” is a sprung door hinge
that sits so flush with the furniture that it is almost
completely invisible, perfectly exemplifies this
characteristic. The flap system stands for a pilosophy that all of our products reflect: they give
precedence to the function of the piece of furniture
they have been integrated in.
Besides “Kinvaro T-Slim” and the “Tipmatic Softclose” solution for lightweight drawers such as
those used in bathroom furniture, for example,
the visitors also particularly liked the full extending
drawer runners “Nova Pro”. With a load capacity
of up to 50kg, the system is perfect for the respective furniture manufacturers. Particularly in
the kitchen, the full extending drawer runners are
ideal for waste separation systems, for example.
The drawers now ex-tend an extra up to 70 millimetres, making access more comfortable, and
their synchronisation ensures that they run smoothly
and silently.
www.grass.at

Magnys is a spin-off of an industrial organization
in the packaging and assembling sector. Leveraging over thirty years of experience, they have
consolidated know-how in these two industries,
designing and building machines and plants for
carton packaging and wooden, Mdf and particleboard door assembling.
Based in Formigine near Modena, Italy, the company has been strengthening its technological
leadership year after year. They are committed
to the research and development of integrated
solutions and operating flows for lines and single
machines. They can upgrade existing plants to
offer fast and effective service consistently with
market demand. Highly qualified and efficient
service ensures a reduction of downtime to increase productivity.
At the latest Ligna in Hanover, Magnys displayed
the box forming machine “Fefco 410” (model.
“FM410”).
High production capacity, high quality of the
glued carton, quick format change and very
compact footprint are just a few key features of
the forming machine. Modularity is the distinctive
feature of this machine, allowing to operate in
synergy with other machines to build different
lines that match the most diverse requirements
of producers. Another interesting benefit is quick
format change, making the machine suitable for
both series and batch-one production.
Magnys will exhibit at Xylexpo 2020.
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ROBATECH: AUTOMATION FOR GLUING FURNITURE COATING WITH UV-LED CURING
The Robatech Group produces adhesive application systems for multiple industries, including
solutions for hot and cold application and polyurethane glues. Robatech has operations in over
70 countries and has been delivering programming
systems, spreading guns and dosing systems
since 1975. The best presentation for the company
is an excellent success story.The Krattiger
Holzbau AG, founded in 1970, in Amriswil, Switzerland is today managed by Urs and Thomas
Krattiger as a second-generation family business.
The scope of activities ranges from individual
carpentry work to the construction of single and
multi-family houses, to the manufacture and assembly of complex
residential, school and commercial
buildings – among others, as a general contractor. In general, around
25 to 30 percent of the total timber
production is glued, especially in
the roof and floor areas. About five
years ago, the old Krattiger Holzbau plant was
too small. The company began planning a new
plant to expand production."We saw a singlecomponent Pur application system from Robatech on a multifunction bridge from Weinmann
in operation at a company in Kaiseraugst. Although we used adhesive application and press
gluing in the past, we now started to consider
entering into fully automated gluing. Since we
often use hollow-enclosure elements as ceiling
and roof constructions, this product solution offered by Robatech in cooperation with Homag
in Switzerland interested us immediately," Urs
Krattiger says. However, the surveyed application
system from Robatech worked with one nozzle
only, which was not enough for the requirements
of Krattiger. Robatech was developing a product

with multi-nozzles for adhesive application. In
close contact with Homag in Switzerland, they
then pushed ahead with the “Gluing automation
with multiple nozzles” project. The system was
so efficient that Krattiger Holzbau decided to
purchase it. In April 2015, Krattiger finished a
planned assembly hall in Amriswil and commissioned the new multifunction bridge together with
Robatech's closed application system. Previously,
cartridges and compressed air were used for
manual gluing. Now, the glue is applied using
the fully automated adhesive application system
“PurTack2” from Robatech. "The closed system
can be operated at any
time with minimum effort.
This makes it easier for us
to use glued connections
as often as possible...The
amount of glue is now precisely dimensioned, and
the same amount can be
repeatedly applied and even logged. This guarantees structurally sound bonding, where the
glue is always applied at the proper location.
While glue used to stick to the hands and
clothes of our technicians almost all the time,
now it is only applied to the wood”. Another advantage of automatic adhesive application is the
consistently high quality, as the nozzles are controlled by the machine control software and do
not clog despite the use of a reactive adhesive.
Tthe adhesive drums are practically emptied
completely and replaced quickly and easily.
Thanks to the cooperation between Weinmann
and Robatech, the company now has a very sophisticated system which has worked for three
years now without any problems.
www.robatech.com
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Sc Freda, Lithuania’s oldest furniture company
founded in 1880, has started production on their
new high-speed furniture coating line with Uvcuring. The surfaces range from decorated paper
with clear Uv varnish, to highly pigmented Uv
coating systems. Freda is a major supplier for
Ikea manufacturing multiple product series and
this new line must comply with the high Ikea
quality and process control standards, to supply
superior products. In addition, sustainability and
energy efficiency are important topics that are
taken into consideration. Efsen Uv & Eb Technology, founded in 1986, are experts in radiation
curing technology, with extensive experience in
measuring and integrating Uv-curing equipment
for a wide range of applications and industries.
Due to the strong heritage of furniture production
in Denmark and its neighbouring countries, it
has been natural for Efsen to develop a unique
understanding for optimizing curing solutions for
the wood and furniture industry. Efsen and Freda
has been working on optimizing Uv for many
years, and the discussions about the superefficient and intelligent Uv line started in 2017.
There have been many things for Freda to consider,
with cost efficiency, superior product quality and
maximized production capacity being some of
them. It was clear that the only reasonable way to
supply a highly efficient and future-proof production
line would be with Uv-led curing. While Uv-led
curing in the wood industry is nothing unique
anymore, the current lines are only using a fraction
of the capability the Uv-led technology can offer.
Efsen wanted to go one step further, not limiting
the use of Uv-leds to gelling positions. The
intention was to change the whole process to
Uv-led curing on all positions except the final top
coat cure. The price/performance of conventional
mercury lamps can’t be matched yet for the final
layer, due to the challenges of formulating price
competitive Uv-led curing top coatings that meets
the high resistance and colour accuracy requirements of a top coat. Curing the sanding sealer
with led only is an industry first, and such a challenging task goes beyond what an equipment
supplier can accomplish alone. With the highpower output of leds today, the primary limiting
factor of the technology, and also the main cost
driver, is the coating itself. Therefore, it was a
benefit that Akzo Nobel, a leading manufacturer
of wood coatings, was the designated coating
supplier for this project. Efsen has been working
closely with Akzo Nobel, sharing not only the technical expertise, but also utilizing the chemical
expertise of David Ivarsson, the Efsen chemist,
highly specialized in Uv-led formulations. It was
possible to develop a new curing process, replacing all conventional Uv systems with the exception
of mercury lamps at the end of the production
line. A key decision was the choice of 365 nm led
for the sanding position. Going through the normal
coatings process, starting with sealing of the
surface with two clear coats, following up with
sanding the surface, and then proceeding to
build the colour with multiple layers of base coats,
to finally finish it off with a top coat, the challenge
has been to find a process solution with only one
led unit in each position, replacing multiple conventional Uv lamps on each station. The biggest
difficulties to be considered have been the surface
cure in front of the sanding station. It is critical
that the coating cures well enough not to clog
the sanding. Furthermore, there will run both
white and dark grey base coats, which include ti-
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tanium dioxide pigment that absorbs a lot of the
Uv irradiation up to 400nm. Efsen solved these
challenges together with Akzo Nobel by defining
the optimal led wavelength on each station, ensuring a perfect match with the chemistry for optimal curing. With the low temperature of a ledcured process in combination with the full control
of the Uv uniformity with Efsen’s proprietary “Icad”
technology, the process runs with very high gloss
stability. Energy efficiency is a major requirement
for any modern installation. 55 percent energy
saving could be realized by selecting Uv-led systems rather than conventional mercury-based
systems. In addition to the led systems, Efsen’s
conventional Uv lamp system, the “WoodCure”,
provides some nice benefits. Due guided cooling
and superior temperature control, in combination
with state-of-the-art reflectors and power supplies,
they provide an exceptionally high intensity and
a maximized lifetime. These systems are utilizing
reflector cassettes which allow for a very quick
and convenient cleaning and bulb change. Uvleds, in difference to conventional Uv systems,
consist of thousands of individual light sources
and each of them are slightly different. Measuring
the light source at a few defined positions, as it is
being done at conventional light sources, will not
give the required process security. During the lifetime of the led, a deviation will occur, such as a
defect segment, damaged optics or dirt on the
lens that would have a negative impact on the
output, hence the cure. Even if Uv-leds lasts
much longer than mercury based Uv lamps, they
still age. This means they lose power over their lifetime. This aging is very temperature sensitive,
requiring a perfect balance of the cooling within
the Uv-led system. The aging might also be
different from chip to chip, something resulting in
that deviations within the Uv-led system will
become bigger over the lifetime. Efsen solved
this process stability issue with the “Icad” inline
process control which is integral part of all Efsen
Uv-led products. It’s an inline control which is
continuously measuring the Uv output of the lamp
across the width of the whole line. It recognizes
deviations of the emitted Uv power and is automatically adjusting the individual Uv led arrays to
produce a homogeneous Uv-distribution over the
whole width of the Uv-led system. By utilizing
“Icad” technology, Freda is able to have a continuous control of the Uv output being applied
during actual production. All this information generated by “Icad” can be extracted to provide a
complete history of Uv output, which can be
used for quality documentation of the production
batch. If required the documentation can be
made for each piece of product individually, showing the actual Uv energy being applied to each
individual product. Freda decided to choose
Efsen’s “W-Led” systems incorporating “Icad”.
“W-Led” is a “all in one” unit, where power
supplies, Plc control and cooling air supply are
all included into an “easy to maintain” housing.
This saves space around the line, as no external
electrical cabinets are required. It is easy to install
and use, only requiring a power and Plc connection.
The integrated cooling air blowers forward filtered
cooling air to the led modules taking care that
they are not getting dirty to guarantee optimal
cooling of the led modules.

www.efsen.dk
www.freda.eu
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EXHIBITIONS

LIGNA COMES TO JAKARTA LINO ZAFFARONI

Deutsche Messe, the organizers of Ligna, have
signed a collaboration agreement with Wakeni,
the organizers of Ifmac in Jakarta, where the
next edition is scheduled from 9 to 12 October at
the Jakarta International Expo Kemayoran Exhibition Center.
“With this new joint venture with Ifmac, we are
taking our opportunities in a lively market like
South-East Asia,” said Andreas Gruchow, board
member of Deutsche Messe, at the signing ceremony. “The demand of modern, high-performance
technology is very strong and we believe that
Ifmac can be an ideal platform to provide local
companies with an opportunity to meet the
world's best offer”.
The partnership was closed few months after a
declaration of intent by the Indonesian government,
aimed at placing the country's wood economy in
the global "Top 10" by 2030.
They actually have all it takes to reach this target:
a strong furniture and woodworking industry, large
availability of raw materials (56 million hectare

“commercially exploitable” forests, four times
the forest assets of Germany, to give a term of
comparison), skills and structures to execute all
primary operation activities.
This huge potential is still largely unexploited,
due to obsolete technology or an outdated vision
of industrial processes.
Now, the blessing of Deutsche Messe, the commitment to involve as many Ligna exhibitors as
possible in the new project, might definitely
support a radical upgrade and development of
the Indonesian wood industry.
This project seems quite feasible if you consider
that Indonesia is the world's third largest democracy and the most significant economic partner
in the Asean region, with annual Gdp growth
rates exceeding five percent and a powerful and
consistent urbanization process, leading to the
development of cities and a consequent boom
of constructions.
Rini Sumardi, the nice lady that manages the Ifmac organizers, has no doubts: “Ifmac has
always been a reference event for the economy
of our industry in Indonesia and in the neighbor
countries, and we believe that our involvement
in the “Woodworking Shows Worldwide” project
by Deutsche Messe will offer real development
opportunities”.

"An elegant genius. This is the definition that
best fits to my father… I still remember him
walking around the factory isles. Now that he
has passed away, we realize a big part of us, of
our family, of our company has gone with him,
the Mario Zaffaroni & Figli he had taken care of,
with the typical attention of a good father". This
is how Aldo Zaffaroni remembers his father
Aquilino Zaffaroni, suddenly passed away last
June 16, while playing cards with his friends at
the boules club he had been a president of.
Prompt rescue was useless, and Lino, that's the
nickname everyone knew him by, passed away
in few hours, on the 40th anniversary of the first
multiblade panel saw "Mls".
Born in 1945, Lino Zaffaroni was one of the most
popular representatives of the Brianza wood machinery district that has supported the success
of the furniture industry. His adventure began in
the late Seventies, when he and his father Mario
were in charge for the maintenance of the machines built by F.Z.T. Fratelli Zaffaroni Turate, a
traditional woodworking machinery business that
had closed down few years before. Mario and
Aquilino did not quit the wood sector, although
they also dealt with some metalworking jobs as

The latest edition of the show hosted 300 exhibitors
from 23 countries and was visited by 13 thousand
people from 37 countries.

On the left the stand
of Mario Zaffaroni & Figli
at Interbimall 1992.

www.ifmac.net

CONSTRUCTION

BIOCONSTRUCTION GROWING IN ITALY

The third edition of “Rapporto case ed edifici
in legno” (Timber house and building report),
published by FederlegnoArredo, the Italian federation of companies involved in the manufacturing
of products made of wood or wood-based materials, has been recently presented in Milan; it's a
periodical analysis that illustrates the health of
this industry segment and the developments in
the variegated and complex world of bio-constructions. Emanuele Orsini, president of the
federation, was very clear: “The report reaffirms
the vitality of an industry that, despite the crisis
of constructions, is holding on and is worth 1.3
billion euro”.
The first fact reported is a market that has been
resilient to the construction crisis, a specialist business that keeps looking for excellence, leveraging
the strength of the timber housing business that
accounts for 7 percent of all new residential
houses built in 2017 in Italy (latest figures available).
In Italy, according to estimates, 3,224 timber buildings have been built, 90 percent of which for
residential use, for a total value estimated at
700 million euro.
The companies involved also operate in other
segments of the wood industry, such as big constructions, bridges or wooden roofing, just to
make a few examples. On the whole, the market
is worth close to 1.3 billion euro, with an opposite
trend to the construction industry that is still
suffering and shows increasing interest for this

construction technique by private and public customers.
Such interest is supported by the benefits offered
by these constructions: dramatic reduction of
energy consumption, compliance with sustainability
concepts, competitive construction costs and
high safety in case of seismic events, more and
more frequent also in Italy. The report, based on
information provided by 239 companies (among
them all key industry players) for the years 2016
and 2017, includes a rich set of facts and figures,
such as the number of buildings (residential and
non-residential), an estimate of Italian market
value, the geographic distribution of companies
and their revenues, as well as the housing solutions
developed in each region. The highest density of
companies (24 percent) is in Trentino Alto-Adige,
followed by Lombardy (22 percent) and Veneto
(15 percent). Looking at the distribution of bioconstruction houses, Lombardy is at the top with
23 percent of houses, followed by Veneto (19
percent), Trentino-Alto Adige (12 percent) and
Emilia-Romagna (11 percent).
A comparison with timber building production in
other European countries shows that Italy is at
number four in terms of production capacity and
market volume, after Germany, the United Kingdom
and Sweden: Italy is recording significant and
constant growth, somehow surprising if you consider the "young age" of this industry
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subcontractors.
A few years later,
their passion led
to the construction of the first
working centers
for "folding" opeAquilino Zaffaroni.
rations and multiblade panel
saws, almost exclusively dedicated to the production of sound boxes for cathode ray TV sets.
The demand from some many enterprises that
were forced to import technology from abroad
encouraged father and son to start over…
Then the time came for Aquilino to take over the
responsibility for the company, a task he carried
out with honesty, dedication, ingenuity and elegance, leading the family business to success in
Italy and then all over the world.
"Our father was a person with uncommon intuition
and technical skills," sons Aldo and Andrea remember. “He was a pioneer of what is now
called “tailor made”, building special machines
for customers, now a vital practice for many
companies that have survived the big crisis in
the first decades of the second millennium. A
person with a unique mild attitude and elegance, enriched
by a genuine smile that inspired
sympathy at the first meeting:
we are sure he will be missed
by many…".
www.zaffaroni.com
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CONTACTS
Primary processing

Secondary processing

ANGELO CREMONA spa

BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines,
routers, throughfeed boring and inserting
machines, material handling equipment
and turnkey plants.

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc
V.le del Lavoro,27 - Zona industriale Paludi
I-32010 Alpago (BL)
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it
Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it

Woodworking machinery: the widest range
of products.

Viale Lombardia, 275 I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses and finishing
lines; horizontal, vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

SCM GROUP spa
Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it
The product range is wide in the sector
of traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers,
circular saws, spindle moulders,combined
saw-spindle moulder, universal combined
machines, band-saws.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com
For over 30 years, De Stefani designs
and manufactures sanding machine
for panels edges and profiles.
Single or double sided edge sanding
machines equipped to sand flat
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels.
Combined machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines
for High Gloss finishing panels.
Profile sanding-denibbing machines equipped
with abrasive belt or wheel to sand raw
or laquered mouldings. Angle profile gluing
and assembling machines for door frames.
Double end profile cutting machines.

COMEC GROUP srl
Via Cascina Rinaldi, 39
I-33048 S. Giovanni al Natisone (UD)
phone +39 0432 756282
fax +39 0432 757591
www.comecgroup.it - info@comecgroup.it
Comec Cncwood, multi-spindles working
centers with working head support columns
with transvertal movement.
Comec Technology, special machines
and systems for high productive processing.
Camam, special machines for the production
of chairs and tables.

Panel processing machines and plants.
Special multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal
milling machines with rollers feeding, working
centres for the “Folding” technology, flooring
industry technology, doors,modern furnishing
industry technology.

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division,
with a 20 years experience in developing
and constructing anthropomorphic
and cartesian robots – offers a comprehensive
range of complete solutions for automated
industrial painting applications in the
woodworking industry.

GIARDINA GROUP
Via V. Necchi, 63 I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with application
by spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters
and drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers,
linear dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows. Spray booths.

TECNOAZZURRA srl

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision.
Special applications allowing the possibility to
make also grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam saws with
many different configurations accordingly to
the panel sizes and thickness requirements.

Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-0541 678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

Industrial painting machines as dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

Crossing-cutting lines

RS WOOD srl
Via Achille Grandi 38
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com

PRIMULTINI srl

Machines for woodworking and equipment
for sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual
and automatic edging lines, working centres
with circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

Via Piemonte, 120 I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com

Surface finishing

Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

Viale Europa, 70 I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it
Our production of woodworking machines:
edger, cross-cutter.

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller
or curtain coating technology and uv or hot air
drying systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl
Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it

CURSAL srl
CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment
of robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture, panels,
windows and doors.

Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cursal is the best specialized company that
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws
accessories for small and medium to large
cross cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds
and installs machines selecting the best
materials available in the market.
Automatic optimizing saw lines, accessorized
manuals and automations: there are standard
turnkey plant solutions as well as customized
solutions, result of a constant cooperation with
the best partners of the industry.
True specialists from the industry with over
thirty years’ experience are ready to help the
customer ensure the best price-quality ratio.
Stop looking for!
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AAAAAAAA

Tools and auxiliaries

FAIRS

Software

9-11 August
Woodtech India
www.woodtechindia.in
• Chennai (India)
Woodworking technologies

DDX srl
FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it
Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics.
Specialists in cnc tooling.

Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com

28 August -1 September
Kofurn
www.kofurn.or.kr
• Seoul (Korea)
Woodworking technologies
1-3 September
Spoga + Gafa
www.koelnmesse.it/spogagafa
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

Automation

Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets
of tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

2-4 September
Big 5 Construct Egypt
www.thebig5constructegypt.com
• Cairo (Egypt)
Constructing and architecture

CMA 2 Costruzioni Meccaniche Automazioni
Via Pezza Alta, 28
I-31046 Rustignè di Oderzo (TV)
phone +39 0422 853770
fax +39 0422 853992
www.cma2.it - info@cma2.it
SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material
working. Tools for automatic boring machines,
router bits and collet chucks for cnc router
machines. “M. Conti” measuring devices for the
woodworking industry. Special accessories for
hobbysts, craftsmen and small industry.

3-6 September
Expodrev
www.krasfair.ru
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

Custom made machineries and automations
for handling, assembly, storage and
packaging.
Paper pallet compose machineries, pallet
protect machines with Made in Italy quality.

6-8 September
Sri Lanka Wood
www.futurextrade.com
• Colombo (Sri Lanka)
Woodworking technologies

Handling
and commissioning

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2 I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202 - 0541 855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Since 1973, Utensiltecnica designs and
manufactures tools in hard metal and diamond
for woodworking machinery, aluminium and
PVC. The company manages both the
production of standard tools and customized
solutions, thanks to technical qualified
personnel, research and continuous
investments in technology. In addition to the
production, the company offers the sharpening
service for diamond tools.

8-11 September
Wmf
www.woodworkfair.com
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com

8-11 September
Ciff
www.ciff.furniture
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture

From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

10-13 September
Drema
www.mtp.pl
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

Lacquers

Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

12-14 September
Afriwood
www.expogr.com/tanzania/woodexpo
• Dar-es-Salaam (Tanzania)
Woodworking technologies
14-17 September
Ho-Mi
www.homimilano.com
• Rho/Pero (Italy)
Furniture
18-21 September
Lesprom-Ural
www.expoural.ru
• Ekaterinburg (Russia)
Woodworking technologies
18-21 September
Vietnamwood int’l
Woodworking industry Fair
www.vietnamwoodexpo.com
• Ho Chi Minh (Vietnam)
Woodworking technologies
18-22 September
Bife-Sim
www.romexpo.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Woodworking technologies
24-27 September
Lisderevmash
www.lisderevmash.ua
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies
27-29 September
Woodex Asia
www.woodexasia.com
• Gandhinagar (India)
Woodworking technologies

10-13 October
Ambienta
www.zv.hr
• Zagreb (Croatia)
Furniture

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it

11-12 September
Woodtech
www.woodtech.events
• Rotorua (New Zealand)
Woodworking technologies

9-12 October
Ifmac
www.ifmac.net
• Jakarta (Indonesia)
Woodworking technologies

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

CONTROL LOGIC srl

AAAAAAAA

14-17 August
Tecno Mueble Internacional
www.tecnomueble.com.mx
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
EasyWOOD for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis; EasyBEAM for
structures, houses, walls, beams, rooves,
gazebo, etc.; PowerSTAIRS for staircases design
and manufacturing; PowerWIN for any kind of
windows, french doors, internal doors, entry
doors and shutters.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com

the complete calendar on www.xylon.it
AAAAAAAA

Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Ica group founded in 1971 is one of the
leading European industrial companies in the
production and commercialization of coatings.
The high specialization in eco-friendly paints
and the careful analysis of the Italian and
international trends in the design world mean
that Ica Group is now considered a real partner,
capable of supporting the customer not only
from technical and production point of view
but also for its ability to consistently deliver
new creative ideas.
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